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Introduction to 3 John

Introduction to 3 John

Part 1: General Introduction
Outline of the Book of 3 John
1. Introduction (1:1)
2. Encouragement and instructions to show hospitality (1:2-8)
3. Diotrephes and Demetrius (1:9-12)
4. Conclusion (1:13-14)

Who wrote the Book of 3 John?
The letter does not give the name of the author. The author only identified himself as The elder (1:1). The letter
was probably written by the apostle John near the end of his life.

What is the Book of 3 John about?
John wrote this letter to a believer named Gaius. He instructed Gaius to be hospitable to fellow believers who were
traveling through his area.

How should the title of this book be translated?
Translators may choose to call this book by its traditional title, “3 John” or “Third John.” Or they may choose a
clearer title, such as “The Third Letter from John” or “The Third Letter John Wrote”. (See: How to Translate Names)

Part 2: Important Religious and Cultural Concepts
What is hospitality?
Hospitality was an important concept in the ancient Near East. It was important to be friendly towards foreigners
or outsiders and provide help to them if they needed it. In 2 John, John discouraged Christians from showing
hospitality to false teachers. In 3 John, John encouraged Christians to show hospitality to faithful teachers.

Part 3: Important Translation Issues
How does the author use family relationships in his letter?
The author used the terms brother and children in a way that can be confusing. The scriptures often used the
term brothers to refer to Jews. But in this letter, John used the word to refer to Christians. Also, John called some
believers his children. These were believers he taught to obey Christ.
John also used the term Gentile in a way that could be confusing. The scriptures often used the term Gentile to
refer to people who are not Jews. But in this letter, John used the word to refer to those who did not believe in
Jesus.
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3 John 1

3 John 1
3 John 1:1
General Information:
This is a personal letter from John to Gaius. All instances of you and
your refer to Gaius and are singular. (See: Forms of You)

The elder (ULT)
You know me as The Elder (UST)

ULT
1

The elder, to the beloved Gaius, whom
I love in truth.

UST
1

You know me as The Elder. I am
writing this letter to you, my dear friend
Gaius, whom I truly love.

This refers to John, the apostle and disciple of Jesus. He refers to
himself as the elder either because of his old age or because he is a
leader in the church. The name of the author can be made explicit:
“I, John the elder, am writing” (See: Assumed Knowledge and Implicit Information)

to…Gaius (ULT)
Gaius (UST)
This is a fellow believer to whom John is writing this letter. (See: How to Translate Names)

whom I love in truth (ULT)
whom I truly love (UST)
“whom I truly love”

Translation Words - ULT
• elder
• beloved
• love
• truth

Translation Words - UST
• You know me as The Elder
• I am writing this letter to you, my dear friend
• truly
• love
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3 John 1:2

3 John 1:2
I pray concerning everything for you to
prosper and to be healthy (ULT)
I ask God that he would make everything go
well for you, and that you may be physically
healthy (UST)
“I pray that you may do well in all things and be healthy”

just as your soul prospers (ULT)
just as you are healthy in respect to God (UST)
“just as you are doing well spiritually”

Translation Words - ULT
• Beloved
• I pray…for
• to prosper
• prospers
• to be healthy
• just as
• soul

Translation Words - UST
• Dear friend
• I ask God that he would
• make…go well
• you are healthy
• that you may be physically healthy
• just as
• in respect to God
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ULT
2

Beloved, I pray concerning everything
for you to prosper and to be healthy,
just as your soul prospers.

UST
2

Dear friend, I ask God that he would
make everything go well for you, and
that you may be physically healthy just
as you are healthy in respect to God.
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3 John 1:3

3 John 1:3
when brothers came (ULT)
of the fellow believers who come here (UST)
“when fellow believers came.” These people were probably all male.

you are walking in truth (ULT)
you live according to the true message about
Jesus (UST)
Here, walking on a path is a metaphor for how a person lives his life.
Alternate translation: “you are living your life according to God’s
truth” (See: Metaphor)

Translation Words - ULT
• I rejoiced
• brothers
• bore witness to
• truth
• truth (2)
• just as
• are walking

Translation Words - UST
• of the fellow believers
• who tell me about
• truthful way of living
• the true message about Jesus (2)
• They say that
• live
• That makes me…happy
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ULT
3

For I rejoiced greatly when brothers
came and bore witness to your truth,
just as you are walking in truth.

UST
3

I know that you are healthy in respect
to God because of the fellow believers
who come here and who tell me about
your truthful way of living. They say that
you live according to the true message
about Jesus. That makes me very happy.

unfoldingWord® Translation Notes

3 John 1:4

3 John 1:4
my children (ULT)
the people whom I have helped to follow Jesus ULT
4 I have no greater joy than these
(UST)
John speaks of those he taught to believe in Jesus as though they
were his children. This emphasizes his love and concern for them. It
could also be that he himself led them to the Lord. Alternate
translation: “my spiritual children” (See: Metaphor)

Translation Words - ULT
• joy
• children
• are walking
• truth

Translation Words - UST
• This is what makes me the very happiest
• the people whom I have helped to follow Jesus
• are living
• in a way that matches God’s truth
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things, that I hear my children are
walking in the truth.

UST
4

This is what makes me the very
happiest—when someone tells me that
the people whom I have helped to
follow Jesus are living in a way that
matches God’s truth!
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3 John 1:5

3 John 1:5
Connecting Statement:
John’s purpose in writing this letter is to commend Gaius for taking
care of people who are traveling to serve God; then he talks about
two people, one evil and one good.

Beloved (ULT)
Dear friend (UST)

ULT
5

Beloved, you are doing a faithful thing
whenever you might work for the
brothers, and this for strangers,

UST
5

Here, Beloved is used as a term of endearment for Gaius as a fellow
believer. Use a term here for a dear friend in your language.

Dear friend, you are serving Jesus
loyally whenever you do things to help
fellow believers, even those whom you
do not know.

you are doing a faithful thing (ULT)
you are serving Jesus loyally (UST)
“you are doing what is faithful to God” or “you are being loyal to God”

whenever you might work for the brothers, and this for strangers (ULT)
whenever you do things to help fellow believers, even those whom you do
not know (UST)
“when you help fellow believers, especially those whom you do not know”

Translation Words - ULT
• Beloved
• a faithful thing
• brothers

Translation Words - UST
• Dear friend
• loyally
• fellow believers
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3 John 1:6

3 John 1:6
who have borne witness to your love in the
presence of the church (ULT)
Some of them have reported before the
congregation here how you have shown that
you love them (UST)
These words describe the “strangers” (verse 5). “strangers who have
told the believers in the church about how you have loved them”

You will do well to send them on their journey
(ULT)
It is good that you continue to give such
people what they need for traveling (UST)

ULT
6

who have borne witness to your love
in the presence of the church. You will
do well to send them on their journey in
a manner worthy of God,

UST
6

Some of them have reported before
the congregation here how you have
shown that you love them. It is good
that you continue to give such people
what they need for traveling in a
generous way, so that it honors God.

John is commending Gaius for his normal practice of helping believers who are traveling. Translate this in a way
that shows that this is something that Gaius does continually.

Translation Words - ULT
• have borne witness
• to…love
• of the church
• well
• to send…on their journey
• in a manner worthy
• of God

Translation Words - UST
• have reported
• the congregation here
• how you have shown that you love them
• It is good
• to give…what they need for traveling
• in a generous way, so that it honors
• God
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3 John 1:7

3 John 1:7
because they went out for the sake of the
name (ULT)
They are traveling in order to be obedient to
Jesus (UST)
Here, the name refers to Jesus. This could mean: (1) They left where
they were in order to tell others about Jesus. (2) They left where they
were because others forced them to leave because of their belief in
Jesus. (3) This refers to both of these things. Alternate translation:
“since they have gone out to tell people about Jesus” (See:
Metonymy)

ULT
7

because they went out for the sake of
the name, receiving nothing from the
Gentiles.

UST
7

They are traveling in order to be
obedient to Jesus, and people who do
not believe in Jesus have not helped
them.

receiving nothing (ULT)
have not helped them (UST)
This could mean: (1) Unbelievers have not helped them by giving them anything. (2) They did not accept any help
or gifts from unbelievers.

the Gentiles (ULT)
and people who do not believe in Jesus (UST)
Here, Gentiles does not just mean people who are not Jewish. It refers to any people who do not trust in Jesus.

Translation Words - ULT
• of…name
• receiving
• Gentiles

Translation Words - UST
• Jesus
• and people who do not believe in Jesus
• helped them
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3 John 1:8

3 John 1:8
so that we become fellow workers for the
truth (ULT)
Then it will be as though we are working
alongside them as they help others to know
God’s true message (UST)
“so that we will cooperate with them in announcing God’s truth to
people”

for the truth (ULT)
as they help others to know God’s true
message (UST)

ULT
8

Therefore we ought to welcome such
as these, so that we become fellow
workers for the truth.

UST
8

So we who believe in Jesus ought to
give these people whatever they need.
Then it will be as though we are
working alongside them as they help
others to know God’s true message.

Here, the truth is spoken of here as though it were a person that John, Gaius, and others worked for. This could
mean: (1) This refers to “the true message from God” as in the UST. (2) This refers to “God, who is Truth.” (See:
Personification)

Translation Words - ULT
• to welcome
• fellow workers
• for…truth

Translation Words - UST
• to give…whatever they need
• are working alongside them
• as they help others to know God’s true message
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3 John 1:9

3 John 1:9
to the church (ULT)
to your group of believers to tell them to help
those other believers (UST)
Here, the church refers to Gaius and the group of believers who met
together to worship God.

ULT
9

I wrote something to the church, but
Diotrephes, who loves to be first among
them, does not accept us.

UST
9

Diotrephes (ULT)
Diotrephes (UST)
He was a member of the congregation. (See: How to Translate
Names)

I wrote a letter to your group of
believers to tell them to help those
other believers. However, Diotrephes
does not accept anything that I say,
because he wants to dominate your
group.

who loves to be first among them (ULT)
because he wants to dominate your group (UST)
“who loves to be the most important one among them” or “who loves to act as though he is their leader”

us (ULT)
accept anything that I say (UST)
The word us is exclusive; it refers to John and those with him and does not include Gaius. It may also be a polite
way for John to refer to himself. See the UST. (See: Exclusive and Inclusive ‘We’)

Diotrephes…does not accept us (ULT)
Diotrephes does not accept anything that I say (UST)
Saying Diotrephes … does not accept us does not mean that he has physically rejected John and those with John,
but it is a shorter way of saying that he does not accept John’s authority or the instructions that John gives. See the
UST. (See: Metonymy)

Translation Words - ULT
• to…church
• does…accept

Translation Words - UST
• group of believers to tell them to help those other believers
• accept anything that I say
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3 John 1:10

3 John 1:10
accusing us with evil words (ULT)
He falsely tells others that we do evil things.
He does this in order to harm us by what he
says (UST)
“that is, that he says evil things about us that certainly are not true”

he does not receive the brothers (ULT)
he also refuses to welcome the fellow
believers who are traveling in order to do
God’s work (UST)
“he does not welcome the fellow believers”

he stops those who are willing (ULT)
He…prevents those who do want to welcome
them (UST)

ULT
10

For this reason, when I come, I will
call attention to his works that he is
doing—accusing us with evil words. But
not satisfied with these things, he does
not receive the brothers, and he stops
those who are willing and puts them
out of the church.

UST
10

So when I arrive there I will publicly
tell everyone what he does: He falsely
tells others that we do evil things. He
does this in order to harm us by what
he says. As well as doing that, he also
refuses to welcome the fellow believers
who are traveling in order to do God’s
work. He even prevents those who do
want to welcome them, and banishes
them from the congregation!

There are words left out but they are understood from the previous
clause. Alternate translation: “he stops those who want to welcome the believers” See the UST. (See: Ellipsis)

puts them out of the church (ULT)
banishes them from the congregation (UST)
“forces them to leave the group of believers”

Translation Words - ULT
• works
• evil
• does…receive
• brothers
• puts them
• of…church

Translation Words - UST
• what he does
• that we do evil
• to welcome
• fellow believers who are traveling in order to do God’s work
• banishes them
• congregation
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3 John 1:11

3 John 1:11
Beloved (ULT)
Dear friend (UST)

ULT
11

Here, Beloved is used as a term of endearment for Gaius as a fellow
believer. See how you translated this in 3 John 1:5.

Beloved, do not imitate what is evil,
but what is good. The one who does
good is from God; the one who does
evil has not seen God.

do not imitate what is evil (ULT)
do not imitate a bad example like that (UST)

UST

“do not copy the evil things that people do”

but what is good (ULT)
Instead, keep imitating good examples (UST)

11

Dear friend, do not imitate a bad
example like that. Instead, keep
imitating good examples. Remember
that people who do good deeds truly
belong to God. But anyone who keeps
doing what is bad has not known God.

There are words left out but they are understood from the previous clause. Alternate translation: “but imitate the
good things that people do” See the UST. (See: Ellipsis)

is from God (ULT)
truly belong to God (UST)
“comes from God”

has not seen God (ULT)
has not known God (UST)
“Seeing” here is a metaphor that stands for knowing or understanding. Alternate translation: “has not experienced
God” or “has not believed in God” Also see the UST. (See: Metaphor)

Translation Words - ULT
• Beloved
• do…imitate
• evil
• who does evil
• good
• who does good
• God
• God

Translation Words - UST
• Dear friend
• imitate
• a bad example like that
• keeps doing what is bad
• keep imitating good examples
18 / 110
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3 John 1:11

• Remember that people who do good deeds
• God
• God
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3 John 1:12

3 John 1:12
Demetrius is borne witness to by all (ULT)
All the believers who know Demetrius say
that he is a good person…shows you that he is
a good person (UST)
You can state this in active form. Alternate translation: “All who know
Demetrius bear witness of him” or “Every believer who knows
Demetrius speaks well of him” See the UST. (See: Active or Passive)

Demetrius (ULT)
Demetrius (UST)
This is probably a man whom John wants Gaius and the
congregation to welcome when he comes to visit. He may be the
person delivering this letter. (See: How to Translate Names)

ULT
12

Demetrius is borne witness to by all
and by the truth itself. And we also bear
witness, and you know that our
testimony is true.

UST
12

All the believers who know Demetrius
say that he is a good person. The way
that he lives according to God’s true
message also shows you that he is a
good person. We also confirm that he is
a good person, and you know that what
we say is true.

by the truth itself (ULT)
The way that he lives according to God’s true message (UST)
“the truth itself speaks well of him.” Here, truth is described as though it were a person speaking. Here, truth
refers to “the true message from God.” Alternate translation: “everyone who knows the truth knows that he is a
good person” Also see the UST. (See: Personification)

by the truth itself (ULT)
The way that he lives according to God’s true message (UST)
There are words left out of this clause but they are understood from the previous clause. Alternate translation: “he
is borne witness to by the truth itself” (See: Ellipsis)

And we…bear witness (ULT)
We…confirm that he is a good person (UST)
What John is confirming is implied and can be made explicit here. Alternate translation: “we also speak well of
Demetrius” Also see the UST. (See: Assumed Knowledge and Implicit Information)

we (ULT)
We (UST)
Here, we refers to John and those with him and does not include Gaius. (See: Exclusive and Inclusive ‘We’)

Translation Words - ULT
• is borne witness to
• bear witness
• testimony
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3 John 1:12

• truth
• true
• you know

Translation Words - UST
• say that he is a good person…shows you that he is a good person
• confirm that he is a good person
• what…say
• true message
• true
• you know
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3 John 1:13

3 John 1:13
General Information:
This is the end of John’s letter to Gaius. In this section, he mentions
coming to see him and closes with a greeting.

I do not wish to write them to you with ink
and pen (ULT)
I do not want to write it to you in a letter
(UST)

ULT
13

I have many things to write to you,
but I do not wish to write them to you
with ink and pen.

UST
13

When I began to write this letter, I
had much more that I intended to write
to you. But I do not want to write it to
you in a letter.

This is a doublet, because ink and pen stand for the process of
writing that was already mentioned. John is not saying that he would
write them with something other than ink and pen. He is saying that he does not wish to write these other things
at all. Alternate translation: “I do not want to write about them to you” (See: Doublet)
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3 John 1:14

3 John 1:14
mouth to mouth (ULT)
directly (UST)

ULT
14

Here, mouth to mouth is an idiom meaning “in person.” Alternate
translation: “in person” (See: Idiom)

But I expect to see you soon, and we
will speak mouth to mouth.

UST

Translation Words - ULT

14

Instead, I hope to come and see you
soon. Then we will talk directly with one
another.

• I expect

Translation Words - UST
• I hope
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3 John 1:15

3 John 1:15
Peace to you (ULT)
I pray that God will continue to make your
spirit peaceful (UST)
“May God give you peace”

ULT
15

Peace to you. The friends greet you.
Greet the friends by name.

UST
15

The friends greet you (ULT)
The friends here greet you (UST)

I pray that God will continue to make
your spirit peaceful. The friends here
greet you. Please greet for us all of our
friends there, personally and by name.

“The believers here greet you”

Greet the friends by name (ULT)
Please greet for us all of our friends there, personally and by name (UST)
“Greet each of the believers there for me”

Translation Words - ULT
• Peace
• name

Translation Words - UST
• I pray that God will continue to make…spirit peaceful
• personally and by name
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Active or Passive
Some languages use both active and passive sentences. In active
sentences, the subject does the action. In passive sentences, the
subject is the one that receives the action. Here are some
examples with their subjects bolded:
• Active: My father built the house in 2010.
• Passive: The house was built in 2010.

This page answers the question: What do active and
passive mean, and how do I translate passive sentences?
In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
read:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-sentences]]
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-verbs]]

Translators whose languages do not use passive sentences will
need to know how they can translate passive sentences that they find in the Bible. Other translators will need to
decide when to use a passive sentence and when to use the active form.

Description
Some languages have both active and passive forms of sentences.
• In the active form, the subject does the action and is always mentioned.
• In the passive form, the action is done to the subject, and the one who does the action is not always
mentioned.
In the examples of active and passive sentences below, we have bolded the subject.
• active: My father built the house in 2010.
• passive: The house was built by my father in 2010.
• passive: The house was built in 2010. (This does not tell who did the action.)

Reasons This Is a Translation Issue
All languages use active forms. Some languages use passive forms, and some do not. Some languages use passive
forms only for certain purposes, and the passive form is not used for the same purposes in all of the languages
that use it.

Purposes for the Passive
• The speaker is talking about the person or thing the action was done to, not about the person who did the
action.
• The speaker does not want to tell who did the action.
• The speaker does not know who did the action.

Translation Principles Regarding the Passive
• Translators whose language does not use passive forms will need to find another way to express the idea.
• Translators whose language has passive forms will need to understand why the passive is used in a
particular sentence in the Bible and decide whether or not to use a passive form for that purpose in his
translation of the sentence.
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Active or Passive

Examples From the Bible
Then their shooters shot at your soldiers from off the wall, and some of the king’s servants
were killed, and your servant Uriah the Hittite was killed too. (2 Samuel 11:24 ULT)
This means that the enemy’s shooters shot and killed some of the king’s servants, including Uriah. The point is
what happened to the king’s servants and Uriah, not who shot them. The purpose of the passive form here is to
keep the focus on the king’s servants and Uriah.
When the men of the city arose early in the morning, and see, the altar of Baal was torn down.
(Judges 6:28a ULT)
The men of the town saw what had happened to the altar of Baal, but they did not know who broke it down. The
purpose of the passive form here is to communicate this event from the perspective of the men of the town.
It would be better for him if a millstone were put around his neck and he were thrown into
the sea. (Luke 17:2a ULT)
This describes a situation in which a person ends up in the sea with a millstone around his neck. The purpose of
the passive form here is to keep the focus on what happens to this person. Who does these things to the person is
not important.

Translation Strategies
If your language would use a passive form for the same purpose as in the passage that you are translating, then
use a passive form. If you decide that it is better to translate without a passive form, here are some strategies that
you might consider.
(1) Use the same verb in an active sentence and tell who or what did the action. If you do this, try to keep the focus
on the person receiving the action.
(2) Use the same verb in an active sentence, and do not tell who or what did the action. Instead, use a generic
expression like “they” or “people” or “someone.”
(3) Use a different verb.

Examples of Translation Strategies Applied
(1) Use the same verb in an active sentence and tell who did the action. If you do this, try to keep the focus on the
person receiving the action.
A loaf of bread was given him every day from the street of the bakers. (Jeremiah 37:21b ULT)
The king’s servants gave Jeremiah a loaf of bread every day from the
street of the bakers.
(2) Use the same verb in an active sentence, and do not tell who did the action. Instead, use a generic expression
like “they” or “people” or “someone.”
It would be better for him if a millstone were put around his neck and he were thrown into
the sea. (Luke 17:2a ULT)
It would be better for him if they were to put a millstone around his neck
and throw him into the sea.
It would be better for him if someone were to put a heavy stone around
his neck and throw him into the sea.
(3) Use a different verb in an active sentence.
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A loaf of bread was given him every day from the street of the bakers. (Jeremiah 37:21 ULT)
He received a loaf of bread every day from the street of the bakers.
Next we recommend you learn about:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-abstractnouns]]
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-order]]

(Go back to: 3 John 1:12)
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Assumed Knowledge and Implicit Information
Assumed knowledge is whatever a speaker assumes his audience
knows before he speaks and gives them some kind of
information. The speaker does not give the audience this
information because he believes that they already know it.

This page answers the question: How can I be sure that
my translation communicates the assumed knowledge
and implicit information along with the explicit
information of the original message?

When the speaker does give the audience information, he can do so in two ways. The speaker gives explicit
information in what the he states directly. Implicit Information is what the speaker does not state directly because
he expects his audience to be able to learn it from other things he says.

Description
When someone speaks or writes, he has something specific that he wants people to know or do or think about. He
normally states this directly. This is explicit information.
The speaker assumes that his audience already knows certain things that they will need to think about in order to
understand this information. Normally he does not tell people these things, because they already know them. This
is called assumed knowledge.
The speaker does not always directly state everything that he expects his audience to learn from what he says.
Implicit information is information that he expects people to learn from what he says even though he does not
state it directly.
Often, the audience understands this implicit information by combining what they already know (assumed
knowledge) with the explicit information that the speaker tells them directly.

Reasons This Is a Translation Issue
All three kinds of information are part of the speaker’s message. If one of these kinds of information is missing,
then the audience will not understand the message. Because the target translation is in a language that is very
different from the biblical languages and is made for an audience that lives in a very different time and place than
the people in the Bible, many times the assumed knowledge or the implicit information is missing from the
message. In other words, modern readers do not know everything that the original speakers and hearers in the
Bible knew. When these things are important for understanding the message, it is helpful if you include this
information in the text or in a footnote.

Examples From the Bible
Then a scribe came to him and said, “Teacher, I will follow you wherever you go.” Jesus said to
him, “Foxes have holes, and the birds of the sky have nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere
to lay his head.” (Matthew 8:19-20 ULT)
Jesus did not say what foxes and birds use holes and nests for, because he assumed that the scribe would have
known that foxes sleep in holes in the ground and birds sleep in their nests. This is assumed knowledge.
Jesus did not directly say here “I am the Son of Man” but, if the scribe did not already know it, then that fact would
be implicit information that he could learn because Jesus referred to himself that way. Also, Jesus did not state
explicitly that he travelled a lot and did not have a house that he slept in every night. That is implicit information
that the scribe could learn when Jesus said that he had nowhere to lay his head.
Woe to you, Chorazin! Woe to you, Bethsaida! If the mighty deeds had been done in Tyre and
Sidon which were done in you, they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. But
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I say to you, it will be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment than for you.
(Matthew 11:21-22 ULT)
Jesus assumed that the people he was speaking to knew that Tyre and Sidon were very wicked, and that the day of
judgment is a time when God will judge every person. Jesus also knew that the people he was talking to believed
that they were good and did not need to repent. Jesus did not need to tell them these things. This is all assumed
knowledge.
An important piece of implicit information here is that the people he was speaking to would be judged more
severely than the people of Tyre and Sidon would be judged because they did not repent.
Why do your disciples violate the traditions of the elders? For they do not wash their hands
when they eat bread. (Matthew 15:2 ULT)
One of the traditions of the elders was a ceremony in which people would wash their hands in order to be ritually
clean before eating. People thought that in order to be righteous, they had to follow all the traditions of the elders.
This was assumed knowledge that the Pharisees who were speaking to Jesus expected him to know. By saying
this, they were accusing his disciples of not following the traditions, and thus not being righteous. This is implicit
information that they wanted him to understand from what they said.

Translation Strategies
If readers have enough assumed knowledge to be able to understand the message, along with any important
implicit information that goes with the explicit information, then it is good to leave that knowledge unstated and
leave the implicit information implicit. If the readers do not understand the message because one of these is
missing for them, then follow these strategies:
(1) If readers cannot understand the message because they do not have certain assumed knowledge, then provide
that knowledge as explicit information.
(2) If readers cannot understand the message because they do not know certain implicit information, then state
that information clearly, but try to do it in a way that does not imply that the information was new to the original
audience.

Examples of Translation Strategies Applied
(1) If readers cannot understand the message because they do not have certain assumed knowledge, then provide
that knowledge as explicit information.
Jesus said to him, “Foxes have holes, and the birds of the sky have nests, but the Son of Man
has nowhere to lay his head.” (Matthew 8:20 ULT)
The assumed knowledge was that the foxes slept in their holes and birds slept in their nests.
Jesus said to him, “Foxes have holes to live in, and the birds of the sky
have nests to live in, but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head and
sleep.”
It will be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment than for you (Matthew
11:22 ULT)
The assumed knowledge was that the people of Tyre and Sidon were very, very wicked. This can be stated
explicitly.
>
At the day of judgment, it will be more tolerable for those cities of Tyre
and Sidon, whose people were very wicked, than it will be for you. or At
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the day of judgment, It will be more tolerable for those wicked cities,
Tyre and Sidon, than for you.
Why do your disciples violate the traditions of the elders? For they do not wash their hands
when they eat bread. (Matthew 15:2 ULT)
The assumed knowledge was that one of the traditions of the elders was a ceremony in which people would wash
their hands in order to be ritually clean before eating, which they must do to be righteous. It was not to remove
germs from their hands to avoid sickness, as a modern reader might think.
Why do your disciples violate the traditions of the elders? For they do not
go through the ceremonial handwashing ritual of righteousness when
they eat bread.
(2) If readers cannot understand the message because they do not know certain implicit information, then state
that information clearly, but try to do it in a way that does not imply that the information was new to the original
audience.
Then a scribe came to him and said, “Teacher, I will follow you wherever you go.” Jesus said to
him, “Foxes have holes, and the birds of the sky have nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere
to lay his head.” (Matthew 8:19-20 ULT)
The implicit information is that Jesus himself is the Son of Man. Other implicit information is that if the scribe
wanted to follow Jesus, then, like Jesus, he would have to live without a house.
Jesus said to him, “Foxes have holes, and the birds of the sky have nests,
but I, the Son of Man, have no home to rest in. If you want to follow
me, you will live as I live.”
It will be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment than for you (Matthew
11:22 ULT)
The implicit information is that God would not only judge the people; he would punish them. This can be made
explicit.
At the day of judgment, God will punish Tyre and Sidon, cities whose
people were very wicked, less severely than he will punish you.
or:
At the day of judgment, God will punish you more severely than Tyre and
Sidon, cities whose people were very wicked.
Modern readers may not know some of the things that the people in the Bible and the people who first read it
knew. This can make it hard for them to understand what a speaker or writer says, and to learn things that the
speaker left implicit. Translators may need to state some things explicitly in the translation that the original
speaker or writer left unstated or implicit.
Next we recommend you learn about:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-explicitinfo]]

(Go back to: 3 John 1:1; 1:12)
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Doublet
Description

This page answers the question: What are doublets and
how can I translate them?

We are using the word “doublet” to refer to two words or phrases In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
read:
that are used together and either mean the same thing or mean
very close to the same thing. Often they are joined with the word
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-intro]]
“and.” Unlike Hendiadys, in which one of the words modifies the
other, in a doublet the two words or phrases are equal and are
used to emphasize or intensify the one idea that is expressed by the two words or phrases.

Reason This Is a Translation Issue
In some languages people do not use doublets. Or they may use doublets, but only in certain situations, so a
doublet might not make sense in their language in some verses. People might think that the verse is describing
two ideas or actions, when it is only describing one. In this case, translators may need to find some other way to
express the meaning expressed by the doublet.

Examples From the Bible
He has one people scattered and dispersed among the peoples (Esther 3:8 ULT)
The bolded words mean the same thing. Together they mean the people were spread out.
He attacked two men more righteous and better than himself. (1 Kings 2:32b ULT)
This means that they were “much more righteous” than he was.
You have decided to prepare false and deceptive words. (Daniel 2:9b ULT)
This means that they had decided to lie, which is another way of saying that they intended to deceive people.
… like of a lamb without blemish and without spot. (1 Peter 1:19b ULT)
This means that he was like a lamb that did not have any defect—not even one.

Translation Strategies
If a doublet would be natural and give the right meaning in your language, consider using it. If not, consider these
strategies.
(1) Translate only one of the words or phrases.
(2) If the doublet is used to intensify the meaning, translate one of the words or phrases and add a word that
intensifies it such as “very” or “great” or “many.”
(3) If the doublet is used to intensify or emphasize the meaning, use one of your language’s ways of doing that.

Translation Strategies Applied
(1) Translate only one of the words.
You have decided to prepare false and deceptive words. (Daniel 2:9b ULT)
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“You have decided to prepare false things to say.”
(2) If the doublet is used to intensify the meaning, translate one of the words and add a word that intensifies it
such as “very” or “great” or “many.”
He has one people scattered and dispersed among the peoples (Esther 3:8 ULT)
“He has one people very spread out.”
(3) If the doublet is used to intensify or emphasize the meaning, use one of your language’s ways of doing that.
… like a lamb without blemish and without spot. (1 Peter 1:19b ULT)
• English can emphasize this with “any” and “at all.”
“… like a lamb without any blemish at all.”

(Go back to: 3 John 1:13)
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Ellipsis
Description

This page answers the question: What is ellipsis ? ([^1])

An ellipsis1 occurs when a speaker or writer leaves out one or
more words that normally should be in the sentence. The speaker
or writer does this because he knows that the hearer or reader
will understand the meaning of the sentence and supply the
words in his mind when he hears or reads the words that are
there. For example:

In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
read:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-intro]]
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-sentences]]

So the wicked will not stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous.
(Psalm 1:5 ULT)
There is ellipsis in the second part because “nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous” is not a complete
sentence. The speaker assumes that the hearer will understand what it is that sinners will not do in the assembly of
the righteous by filling in the action from the previous clause. With the action filled in, the complete sentence
would read:
So the wicked will not stand in the judgment, nor will sinners stand in the
assembly of the righteous.
[1]

English has a punctuation symbol which is also called an ellipsis. It is a series of three dots (…) used to indicate
an intentional omission of a word, phrase, sentence or more from text without altering its original meaning. This
translationAcademy article is not about the punctuation mark, but about the concept of omission of words that
normally should be in the sentence.

Two Types of Ellipsis
1. A Relative Ellipsis happens when the reader has to supply the omitted word or words from the context.
Usually the word is in the previous sentence, as in the example above.
2. An Absolute Ellipsis happens when the omitted word or words are not in the context, but the phrases are
common enough in the language that the reader is expected to supply what is missing from this common
usage or from the nature of the situation.

Reason This Is a Translation Issue
Readers who see incomplete sentences or phrases may not know that there is information missing that the writer
expects them to fill in. Or readers may understand that there is information missing, but they may not know what
information is missing because they do not know the original biblical language, culture, or situation as the original
readers did. In this case, they may fill in the wrong information. Or readers may misunderstand the ellipsis if they
do not use ellipsis in the same way in their language.

Examples From the Bible
Relative Ellipsis
He makes Lebanon skip like a calf and Sirion like a young ox. (Psalm 29:6 ULT)
The writer wants his words to be few and to make good poetry. The full sentence with the information filled in
would be:
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He makes Lebanon skip like a calf and he makes Sirion skip like a young
ox.
Watch carefully, therefore, how you walk—not as unwise but as wise. (Ephesians 5:15b ULT)
The information that the reader must understand in the second parts of these sentences can be filled in from the
first parts:
Watch carefully, therefore, how you walk—walk not as unwise but walk as
wise,

Absolute Ellipsis
Then when he had come near, he asked him, “What do you want me to do for you?” And so he
said, “Lord, that I might recover my sight.” (Luke 18:40b-41 ULT)
It seems that the man answered in an incomplete sentence because he wanted to be polite and not directly ask
Jesus for healing. He knew that Jesus would understand that the only way he could receive his sight would be for
Jesus to heal him. The complete sentence would be:
“Lord, I want you to heal me so that I might receive my sight.”
To Titus, a true son in our common faith. Grace and peace from God the Father and Christ
Jesus our Savior. (Titus 1:4 ULT)
The writer assumes that the reader will recognize this common form of a blessing or wish, so he does not need to
include the full sentence, which would be:
To Titus, a true son in our common faith. May you receive grace and
peace from God the Father and Christ Jesus our Savior.

Translation Strategies
If ellipsis would be natural and give the right meaning in your language, consider using it. If not, here is another
option:
(1) Add the missing words to the incomplete phrase or sentence.

Examples of Translation Strategies Applied
(1) Add the missing words to the incomplete phrase or sentence.
So the wicked will not stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous.
(Psalm 1:5 ULT)
So the wicked will not stand in the judgment, and sinners will not stand
in the assembly of the righteous.
Then when he had come near, he asked him, “What do you want me to do for you?” And so he
said, “Lord, that I might recover my sight.” (Luke 18:40b-41 ULT)
Then when the man was near, Jesus asked him, “What do you want me to
do for you?” He said, “Lord, I want you to heal me that I might receive
my sight.”
He makes Lebanon skip like a calf and Sirion like a young ox. (Psalm 29:6 ULT)
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He makes Lebanon skip like a calf, and he makes Sirion skip like a young
ox.

(Go back to: 3 John 1:10; 1:11; 1:12)
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Exclusive and Inclusive ‘We’
Description

This page answers the question: What are the exclusive
and inclusive forms of “we”?

Some languages have more than one form of “we”: an inclusive
In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
read:
form that means “I and you” and an exclusive form that means “I
and someone else but not you.” The exclusive form excludes the
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-pronouns]]
person being spoken to. The inclusive form includes the person
being spoken to and possibly others. This is also true for “us,”
“our,” “ours,” and “ourselves.” Some languages have inclusive forms and exclusive forms for each of these.
Translators whose language has separate exclusive and inclusive forms for these words will need to understand
what the speaker meant so that they can decide which form to use.
See the pictures. The people on the right are the people that the speaker is talking to. The yellow highlight shows
who the inclusive “we” and the exclusive “we” refer to.

Reason This Is a Translation Issue
The Bible was first written in the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek languages. Like English, these languages do not have
separate exclusive and inclusive forms for “we.” If your language has separate exclusive and inclusive forms of
“we,” then you will need to understand what the speaker meant so that you can decide which form of “we” to use.

Examples From the Bible
Exclusive
They said, “There are not more than five loaves of bread and two fish with us—unless we go
and buy food for all these people.” (Luke 9:13 ULT)
In the second clause, the disciples are talking about some of them going to buy food. They were speaking to Jesus,
but Jesus was not going to buy food. So languages that have inclusive and exclusive forms of “we” would use the
exclusive form there.
We have seen it, and we bear witness to it. We are announcing to you the eternal life, which
was with the Father, and which has been made known to us. (1 John 1:2 ULT)
John is telling people who have not seen Jesus what he and the other apostles have seen. So languages that have
inclusive and exclusive forms of “we” and “us” would use the exclusive forms in this verse.
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Inclusive
The shepherds said one to each other, “Let us now go to Bethlehem, and see this thing that
has happened, which the Lord has made known to us.” (Luke 2:15b ULT)
The shepherds were speaking to one another. When they said “us,” they were including the people they were
speaking to, so languages that have inclusive and exclusive forms of “we” and “us” would use the inclusive form
in this verse.
Now it happened that on one of those days, he indeed got into a boat with his disciples, and he
said to them, “Let us go over to the other side of the lake.” So they set sail. (Luke 8:22 ULT)
When Jesus said “us,” he was referring to himself and to the disciples he was speaking to, so languages that have
inclusive and exclusive forms of “we” and “us” would use the inclusive form in this verse.
Next we recommend you learn about:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-gendernotations]]

(Go back to: 3 John 1:9; 1:12)
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Forms of You
Singular, Dual, and Plural

This page answers the question: What are the different
forms of you?

Some languages have more than one word for “you” based on
how many people the word “you” refers to. The singular form
refers to one person, and the plural form refers to more than one
person. Some languages also have a dual form which refers to
two people, and some languages have other forms that refer to
three or four people.

In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
read:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-yousingular]]
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-youdual]]

You may also want to watch the video at https://ufw.io/figs_younum.
Sometimes in the Bible a speaker uses a singular form of “you” even though he is speaking to a crowd.
• Singular Pronouns that Refer to Groups

Formal and Informal
Some languages have more than one form of “you” based on the relationship between the speaker and the person
he is talking to. People use the formal form of “you” when speaking to someone who is older, or has higher
authority, or is someone they do not know very well. People use the informal form when speaking to someone
who is not older, or does not have higher authority, or is a family member or close friend.
You may also want to watch the video at https://ufw.io/figs_youform.
For help with translating these, we suggest you read:
• Forms of “You” – Formal or Informal

(Go back to: 3 John 1:1)
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How to Translate Names
Description

This page answers the question: How can I translate
names that are new to my culture?

The Bible contains the names of many people, groups of people,
In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
and places. Some of these names may sound strange and be hard read:
to say. Sometimes readers may not know what a name refers to,
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/translate-unknown]]
and sometimes they may need to understand what a name
means. This page will help you see how you can translate these
names and how you can help people understand what they need to know about them.

Meaning of names
Most names in the Bible have meaning. Most of the time, names in the Bible are used simply to identify the people
and places they refer to, but sometimes the meaning of a name is especially important.
For this Melchizedek, king of Salem, priest of God Most High, was the one who met Abraham
returning from the slaughter of the kings and blessed him. (Hebrews 7:1 ULT)
Here the writer uses the name “Melchizedek” primarily to refer to a man who had that name, and the title “king of
Salem” tells us that he ruled over a certain city.
His name first indeed means “king of righteousness,” and then also “king of Salem,” that is,
“king of peace.” (Hebrews 7:2b ULT)
Here the writer explains the meanings of Melchizedek’s name and title because those things tell us more about the
person. Other times, the writer does not explain the meaning of a name because he expects the reader to already
know the meaning. If the meaning of the name is important to understand the passage, you can include the
meaning in the text or in a footnote.

Reasons This Is a Translation Issue
• Readers may not know some of the names in the Bible. They may not know whether a name refers to a
person or place or something else.
• Readers may need to understand the meaning of a name in order to understand the passage.
• Some names may have different sounds or combinations of sounds that are not used in your language or
are unpleasant to say in your language. For strategies to address this problem, see Borrow Words.
• Some people and places in the Bible have two names. Readers may not realize that two names refer to the
same person or place.

Examples From the Bible
Then you crossed over the Jordan and came to Jericho, and the men of Jericho, and the
Amorites … fought against you, but I gave them into your hand. (Joshua 24:11 ULT)
Readers might not know that “Jordan” is the name of a river, “Jericho” is the name of a city, and “Amorites” is the
name of a group of people.
She said, “Do I really continue to see, even after he has seen me?” Therefore, the well was
called Beer Lahai Roi. (Genesis 16:13b-14a ULT)
Readers may not understand the second sentence if they do not know that “Beer Lahai Roi” means “Well of the
Living One who sees me.”
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And she called his name Moses and she said, “For out of the water I drew him.” (Exodus 2:10b
ULT)
Readers may not understand why she said this if they do not know that the name Moses sounds like the Hebrew
words “pull out.”
Saul was in agreement with his execution. (Acts 8:1a ULT)
But when the apostles, Barnabas and Paul, heard of it, they tore their clothing. (Acts 14:14a
ULT)
Readers may not know that the names Saul and Paul refer to the same person.

Translation Strategies
(1) If readers cannot easily understand from the context what kind of a thing a name refers to, you can add a word
to clarify it.
(2) If readers need to understand the meaning of a name in order to understand what is said about it, copy the
name and tell about its meaning either in the text or in a footnote.
(3) Or if readers need to understand the meaning of a name in order to understand what is said about it, and that
name is used only once, translate the meaning of the name instead of copying the name.
(4) If a person or place has two different names, use one name most of the time and the other name only when the
text tells about the person or place having more than one name or when it says something about why the person
or place was given that name. Write a footnote when the source text uses the name that is used less frequently.
(5) Or if a person or place has two different names, then use whatever name is given in the source text, and add a
footnote that gives the other name.

Examples of Translation Strategies Applied
(1) If readers cannot easily understand from the context what kind of a thing a name refers to, you can add a word
to clarify it.
Then you crossed over the Jordan and came to Jericho, and the men of Jericho, and the
Amorites … fought against you, but I gave them into your hand. (Joshua 24:11 ULT)
You went over the Jordan River and came to the city of Jericho. The men
of Jericho fought against you, along with the tribe of the Amorites.
At that hour, certain Pharisees approached, saying to him, “Leave and go away from here,
because Herod wants to kill you.” (Luke 13:31 ULT)
At that hour, certain Pharisees approached, saying to him, “Go and leave
here, because King Herod wants to kill you.”
(2) If readers need to understand the meaning of a name in order to understand what is said about it, copy the
name and tell about its meaning either in the text or in a footnote.
And she called his name Moses and she said, “For out of the water I drew him.” (Exodus 2:10b
ULT)
She called his name Moses (which sounds like ‘drawn out’), and she
said, “For out of the water I drew him.”
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(3) Or if readers need to understand the meaning of a name in order to understand what is said about it, and that
name is used only once, translate the meaning of the name instead of copying the name.
She said, “Do I really continue to see, even after he has seen me?” Therefore, the well was
called Beer Lahai Roi. (Genesis 16:13b-14a ULT)
She said, “Do I really continue to see, even after he has seen me?”
Therefore, the well was called Well of the Living One who sees me.
(4) If a person or place has two different names, use one name most of the time and the other name only when the
text tells about the person or place having more than one name or when it says something about why the person
or place was given that name. Write a footnote when the source text uses the name that is used less frequently.
For example, Paul is called “Saul” before Acts 13 and “Paul” after Acts 13. You could translate his name as “Paul” all
of the time, except in Acts 13:9 where it talks about him having both names.
… a young man named Saul. (Acts 7:58b ULT)
… a young man named Paul 1
The footnote would look like:
[1]

Most versions say “Saul” here, but most of the time in the Bible he is
called “Paul.”
Then later in the story, you could translate this way:
But Saul, who is also called Paul, was filled with the Holy Spirit; (Acts 13:9)
But Saul, who is also called Paul, was filled with the Holy Spirit;
(5) Or if a person or place has two names, use whatever name is given in the source text, and add a footnote that
gives the other name. For example, you could write “Saul” where the source text has “Saul” and “Paul” where the
source text has “Paul.”
a young man named Saul (Acts 7:58 ULT)
a young man named Saul
The footnote would look like:
[1]

This is the same man who is called Paul beginning in Acts 13.

Then later in the story, you could translate this way:
But Saul, who is also called Paul, was filled with the Holy Spirit; (Acts 13:9)
But Saul, who is also called Paul, was filled with the Holy Spirit;
Then after the story has explained the name change, you could translate this way.
It came about in Iconium that Paul and Barnabas entered together into the synagogue (Acts
14:1 ULT)
It came about in Iconium that Paul1 and Barnabas entered together into
the synagogue
The footnote would look like:
[1]

This is the same man who was called Saul before Acts 13.
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Next we recommend you learn about:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/translate-transliterate]]

(Go back to: Introduction to 3 John; 3 John 1:1; 1:9; 1:12)
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Idiom
An idiom is a figure of speech made up of a group of words that,
as a whole, has a meaning that is different from what one would
understand from the meanings of the individual words. Someone
from outside of the culture usually cannot understand an idiom
without someone inside the culture explaining its true meaning.
Every language uses idioms. Some English examples are:

This page answers the question: What are idioms and
how can I translate them?
In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
read:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-intro]]

• You are pulling my leg. (This means, “You are teasing me
by telling me something that is not true.”)
• Do not push the envelope. (This means, “Do not take a matter to its extreme.”)
• This house is under water. (This means, “The debt owed for this house is greater than its actual value.”)
• We are painting the town red. (This means, “We are going around town tonight celebrating very intensely.”)

Description
An idiom is a phrase that has a special meaning to the people of the language or culture who use it. Its meaning is
different than what a person would understand from the meanings of the individual words that form the phrase.
he set his face to go to Jerusalem. (Luke 9:51b ULT)
The words “set his face” is an idiom that means “decided.”
Sometimes people may be able to understand an idiom from another culture, but it might sound like a strange way
to express the meaning.
I am not worthy that you would come under my roof. (Luke 7:6b ULT)
The phrase “come under my roof” is an idiom that means “enter my house.”
Put these words into your ears. (Luke 9:44a ULT)
This idiom means “Listen carefully and remember what I say.”
Purpose: An idiom is probably created in a culture somewhat by accident when someone describes something in
an unusual way. But, when that unusual way communicates the message powerfully and people understand it
clearly, other people start to use it. After a while, it becomes a normal way of talking in that language.

Reasons This Is a Translation Issue
• People can easily misunderstand idioms in the original languages of the Bible if they do not know the
cultures that produced the Bible.
• People can easily misunderstand idioms that are in the source language Bibles if they do not know the
cultures that made those translations.
• It is useless to translate idioms literally (according to the meaning of each word) when the target language
audience will not understand what they mean.

Examples From the Bible
Then all Israel came to David at Hebron and said, “Look, we are your flesh and bone.” (1
Chronicles 11:1 ULT)
This means, “We and you belong to the same race, the same family.”
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The children of Israel went out with a high hand. (Exodus 14:8b ASV)
This means, “The Israelites went out defiantly.”
the one who lifts up my head (Psalm 3:3b ULT)
This means, “the one who helps me.”

Translation Strategies
If the idiom would be clearly understood in your language, consider using it. If not, here are some other options.
(1) Translate the meaning plainly without using an idiom.
(2) Use a different idiom that people use in your own language that has the same meaning.

Examples of Translation Strategies Applied
(1) Translate the meaning plainly without using an idiom.
Then all Israel came to David at Hebron and said, “Look, we are your flesh and bone.” (1
Chronicles 11:1 ULT)
Look, we all belong to the same nation.
Then he set his face to go to Jerusalem. (Luke 9:51b ULT)
He started to travel to Jerusalem, determined to reach it.
I am not worthy that you would come under my roof. (Luke 7:6b ULT)
I am not worthy that you should enter my house.
(2) Use an idiom that people use in your own language that has the same meaning.
Put these words into your ears. (Luke 9:44a ULT)
Be all ears when I say these words to you.
My eyes grow dim from grief. (Psalm 6:7a ULT)
I am crying my eyes out

(Go back to: 3 John 1:14)
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Metaphor
Description

This page answers the question: What is a metaphor
and how can I translate a Bible passage that has one?

A metaphor is a figure of speech in which someone speaks of one
thing as if it were a different thing because he wants people to
think about how those two things are alike.
For example, someone might say, “The girl I love is a red rose.”

In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
read:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-intro]]
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-simile]]

A girl and a rose are very different things, but the speaker
considers that they are alike in some way. The hearer’s task is to understand in what way they are alike.

The Parts of a Metaphor
The example above shows us that a metaphor has three parts. In this metaphor, the speaker is talking about “the
girl I love.” This is the Topic. The speaker wants the hearer to think about what is similar between her and “a red
rose.” The red rose is the Image to which he compares the girl. Most probably, he wants the hearer to consider
that they are both beautiful. This is the Idea that the girl and the rose both share, and so we may also call it the
Point of Comparison.
Every metaphor has three parts:
• The Topic, the item being immediately discussed by the writer/speaker.
• The Image, the physical item (object, event, action, etc.) which the speaker uses to describe the topic.
• The Idea, the abstract concept or quality that the physical Image brings to the mind of the hearer when he
thinks of how the Image and the Topic are similar. Often, the Idea of a metaphor is not explicitly stated in
the Bible, but it is only implied from the context. The hearer or reader usually needs to think of the Idea
himself.
Using these terms, we can say that a metaphor is a figure of speech that uses a physical Image to apply an
abstract Idea to the speaker’s Topic.
Usually, a writer or speaker uses a metaphor in order to express something about a Topic, with at least one Point
of Comparison (Idea) between the Topic and the Image. Often in metaphors, the Topic and the Image are
explicitly stated, but the Idea is only implied. The writer/speaker often uses a metaphor in order to invite the
readers/listeners to think about the similarity between the Topic and the Image and to figure out for themselves
the Idea that is being communicated.
Speakers often use metaphors in order to strengthen their message, to make their language more vivid, to express
their feelings better, to say something that is hard to say in any other way, or to help people remember their
message.
Sometimes speakers use metaphors that are very common in their language. However, sometimes speakers use
metaphors that are uncommon, and even some metaphors that are unique. When a metaphor has become very
common in a language, often it becomes a “passive” metaphor, in contrast to uncommon metaphors, which we
describe as being “active.” Passive metaphors and active metaphors each present a different kind of translation
problem, which we will discuss below.

Passive Metaphors
A passive metaphor is a metaphor that has been used so much in the language that its speakers no longer regard
it as one concept standing for another. Linguists often call these “dead metaphors.” Passive metaphors are
extremely common. Examples in English include the terms “table leg,” “family tree,” “book leaf” (meaning a page
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in a book), or the word “crane” (meaning a large machine for lifting heavy loads). English speakers simply think of
these words as having more than one meaning. Examples of passive metaphors in Biblical Hebrew include using
the word “hand” to represent “power,” using the word “face” to represent “presence,” and speaking of emotions
or moral qualities as if they were “clothing.”

Patterned Pairs of Concepts Acting as Metaphors
Many ways of metaphorical speaking depend on pairs of concepts, where one underlying concept frequently
stands for a different underlying concept. For example, in English, the direction “up” (the Image) often represents
the concepts of “more” or “better” (the Idea). Because of this pair of underlying concepts, we can make sentences
such as “The price of gasoline is going up,” “A highly intelligent man,” and also the opposite kind of idea: “The
temperature is going down,” and “I am feeling very low.”
Patterned pairs of concepts are constantly used for metaphorical purposes in the world’s languages because they
serve as convenient ways to organize thought. In general, people like to speak of abstract qualities (such as power,
presence, emotions, and moral qualities) as if they were body parts, or as if they were objects that could be seen or
held, or as if they were events that could be watched as they happened.
When these metaphors are used in normal ways, it is rare that the speaker and audience regard them as figurative
speech. Examples of metaphors in English that go unrecognized are:
• “Turn the heat up.” More is spoken of as up.
• “Let us go ahead with our debate.” Doing what was planned is spoken of as walking or advancing.
• “You defend your theory well.” Argument is spoken of as war.
• “A flow of words.” Words are spoken of as liquids.
English speakers do not view these as metaphorical expressions or figures of speech, so it would be wrong to
translate them into other languages in a way that would lead people to pay special attention to them as figurative
speech. For a description of important patterns of this kind of metaphor in biblical languages, please see Biblical
Imagery – Common Patterns and the pages it will direct you to.
When translating something that is a passive metaphor into another language, do not treat it as a metaphor.
Instead, just use the best expression for that thing or concept in the target language.

Active Metaphors
These are metaphors that people recognize as one concept standing for another concept, or one thing for another
thing. Metaphors make people think about how the one thing is like the other thing, because in most ways the two
things are very different. People also easily recognize these metaphors as giving strength and unusual qualities to
the message. For this reason, people pay attention to these metaphors. For example,
But for you who fear my name, the sun of righteousness will rise with healing in its wings.
(Malachi 4:2a ULT)
Here, God speaks about his salvation as if it were the sun rising in order to shine its rays on the people whom he
loves. He also speaks of the sun’s rays as if they were wings. Also, he speaks of these wings as if they were bringing
medicine that would heal his people. Here is another example:
And he said to them, “Go and tell that fox …” (Luke 13:32a ULT)
Here, “that fox” refers to King Herod. The people listening to Jesus certainly understood that Jesus was intending
for them to apply certain characteristics of a fox to Herod. They probably understood that Jesus intended to
communicate that Herod was evil, either in a cunning way or as someone who was destructive, murderous, or who
took things that did not belong to him, or all of these.
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Active metaphors require the translator’s special care to make a correct translation. To do so, you need to
understand the parts of a metaphor and how they work together to produce meaning.
Jesus said to them, “I am the bread of life; he who comes to me will not be hungry, and he who
believes in me will never be thirsty.” (John 6:35 ULT)
In this metaphor, Jesus called himself the bread of life. The Topic is “I” (meaning Jesus himself) and the Image is
“bread.” Bread was the primary food that people ate in that place and time. The similarity between bread and
Jesus is that people need both to live. Just as people need to eat food in order to have physical life, people need to
trust in Jesus in order to have eternal life. The Idea of the metaphor is “life.” In this case, Jesus stated the central
Idea of the metaphor, but often the Idea is only implied.

Purposes of Metaphor
• One purpose of metaphor is to teach people about something that they do not know (the Topic) by showing
that it is like something that they already do know (the Image).
• Another purpose is to emphasize that something (the Topic) has a particular quality (the Idea) or to show
that it has that quality in an extreme way.
• Another purpose is to lead people to feel the same way about the Topic as they would feel about the
Image.

Reasons This Is a Translation Issue
• People may not recognize that something is a metaphor. In other words, they may mistake a metaphor for
a literal statement, and thus, misunderstand it.
• People may not be familiar with the thing that is used as an image, and so, not be able to understand the
metaphor.
• If the topic is not stated, people may not know what the topic is.
• People may not know the points of comparison that the speaker wants them to understand. If they fail to
think of these points of comparison, they will not understand the metaphor.
• People may think that they understand the metaphor, but they do not. This can happen when they apply
points of comparison from their own culture, rather than from the biblical culture.

Translation Principles
• Make the meaning of a metaphor as clear to the target audience as it was to the original audience.
• Do not make the meaning of a metaphor more clear to the target audience than you think it was to the
original audience.

Examples From the Bible
Listen to this word, you cows of Bashan, (Amos 4:1q ULT)
In this metaphor Amos speaks to the upper-class women of Samaria (“you,” the Topic) as if they were cows (the
Image). Amos does not say what similarity(s) he intends between these women and cows. He wants the reader to
think of them, and he fully expects that readers from his culture will easily do so. From the context, we can see that
he means that the women are like cows in that they are fat and interested only in feeding themselves. If we were to
apply similarities from a different culture, such as that cows are sacred and should be worshiped, we would get the
wrong meaning from this verse.
NOTE: Amos does not actually mean that the women are cows. He speaks to them as human beings.
Yet, Yahweh, you are our father; we are the clay. You are our potter; and we all are the work
of your hand. (Isaiah 64:8 ULT)
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The example above has two related metaphors. The Topic(s) are “we” and “you,” and the Image(s) are “clay” and
“potter.” The similarity between a potter and God is the fact that both make what they wish out of their material.
The potter makes what he wishes out of the clay, and God makes what he wishes out of his people. The Idea being
expressed by the comparison between the potter’s clay and “us” is that neither the clay nor God’s people have a
right to complain about what they are becoming.
Jesus said to them, “Take heed and beware of the yeast of the Pharisees and Sadducees.”
The disciples reasoned among themselves and said, “It is because we did not take bread.”
(Matthew 16:6-7 ULT)
Jesus used a metaphor here, but his disciples did not realize it. When he said “yeast,” they thought he was talking
about bread, but “yeast” was the Image in his metaphor, and the Topic was the teaching of the Pharisees and
Sadducees. Since the disciples (the original audience) did not understand what Jesus meant, it would not be good
to state clearly here what Jesus meant.

Translation Strategies
If people would understand the metaphor in the same way that the original readers would have understood it, go
ahead and use it. Be sure to test the translation to make sure that people do understand it in the right way.
If people do not or would not understand it, here are some other strategies.
(1) If the metaphor is a common expression in the source language or expresses a patterned pair of concepts in a
biblical language (that is, it is a passive metaphor), then express the Idea in the simplest way preferred by your
language.
(2) If the metaphor seems to be an active metaphor, you can translate it literally if you think that the target
language also uses this metaphor in the same way to mean the same thing as in the Bible. If you do this, be
sure to test it to make sure that the language community understands it correctly.
(3) If the target audience does not realize that it is a metaphor, then change the metaphor to a simile. Some
languages do this by adding words such as “like” or “as.” See Simile.
(4) If the target audience would not know the Image, see Translate Unknowns for ideas on how to translate that
image.
(5) If the target audience would not use that Image for that meaning, use an image from your own culture instead.
Be sure that it is an image that could have been possible in Bible times.
(6) If the target audience would not know what the Topic is, then state the topic clearly. (However, do not do this if
the original audience did not know what the Topic was.)
(7) If the target audience would not know the intended similarity (the Idea) between the topic and the image, then
state it clearly.
(8) If none of these strategies is satisfactory, then simply state the Idea plainly without using a metaphor.
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Examples of Translation Strategies Applied
(1) If the metaphor is a common expression in the source language or expresses a patterned pair of concepts in a
biblical language (that is, a passive metaphor), then express the Idea in the simplest way preferred by your
language.
Then, see, one of the leaders of the synagogue, named Jairus, came, and when he saw him, fell
at his feet. (Mark 5:22 ULT)
Then one of the leaders of the synagogue, named Jairus, came, and when
he saw him, immediately bowed down in front of him.
(2) If the metaphor seems to be an active metaphor, you can translate it literally if you think that the target
language also uses this metaphor in the same way to mean the same thing as in the Bible. If you do this, be
sure to test it to make sure that the language community understands it correctly.
But Jesus said to them, “He wrote this commandment to you because of your hardness of
heart.” (Mark 10:5 ULT)
It was because of your hard hearts that he wrote you this law.
We made no change to this one, but it must be tested to make sure that the target audience correctly understands
this metaphor.
(3) If the target audience does not realize that it is a metaphor, then change the metaphor to a simile. Some
languages do this by adding words such as “like” or “as.”
Yet, Yahweh, you are our father; we are the clay. You are our potter; and we all are the work
of your hand. (Isaiah 64:8 ULT)
And yet, Yahweh, you are our father; we are like clay. You are like a
potter; and we all are the work of your hand.
(4) If the target audience would not know the Image, see Translate Unknowns for ideas on how to translate that
image.
Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me? It is hard for you to kick against a goad. (Acts 26:14b
ULT)
Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me? It is hard for you to kick against a
pointed stick.
(5) If the target audience would not use that Image for that meaning, use an image from your own culture instead.
Be sure that it is an image that could have been possible in Bible times.
Yet, Yahweh, you are our father; we are the clay. You are our potter; and we all are the work of
your hand. (Isaiah 64:8 ULT)
“And yet, Yahweh, you are our father; we are the wood. You are our
carver; and we all are the work of your hand.”
“And yet, Yahweh, you are our father; we are the string. You are the
weaver; and we all are the work of your hand.”
(6) If the target audience would not know what the Topic is, then state the topic clearly. (However, do not do this if
the original audience did not know what the topic was.)
Yahweh lives; may my rock be praised. May the God of my salvation be exalted. (Psalm 18:46
ULT)
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Yahweh lives; He is my rock. May he be praised. May the God of my
salvation be exalted.
(7) If the target audience would not know the intended similarity between the Topic and the Image, then state it
clearly.
Yahweh lives; may my rock be praised. May the God of my salvation be exalted. (Psalm 18:46
ULT)
Yahweh lives; may he be praised because he is the rock under which I can
hide from my enemies. May the God of my salvation be exalted.
Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me? It is hard for you to kick against a goad. (Acts 26:14
ULT)
Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me? You fight against me and hurt
yourself like an ox that kicks against its owner’s pointed stick.
(8) If none of these strategies are satisfactory, then simply state the idea plainly without using a metaphor.
I will make you to become fishers of men. (Mark 1:17b ULT)
I will make you to become people who gather men.
Now you gather fish. I will make you gather people.
To learn more about specific metaphors, see Biblical Imagery – Common Patterns.

(Go back to: 3 John 1:3; 1:4; 1:11)
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Metonymy
Description

This page answers the question: What is a metonymy?

Metonymy is a figure of speech in which an item (either physical
or abstract) is called not by its own name, but by the name of
something closely associated with it. A metonym is a word or
phrase used as a substitute for something that it is associated
with.

In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
read:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-intro]]

… and the blood of Jesus his Son cleanses us from every sin. (1 John 1:7b ULT)
The blood represents Christ’s death.
And he took the cup in the same way after supper, saying, “This cup is the new covenant in
my blood, which is poured out for you.” (Luke 22:20 ULT)
The cup represents the wine that is in the cup.

Metonymy can be used
• as a shorter way of referring to something
• to make an abstract idea more meaningful by referring to it with the name of a physical object associated
with it

Reason This Is a Translation Issue
The Bible uses metonymy very often. Speakers of some languages are not familiar with metonymy and they may
not recognize it when they read it in the Bible. If they do not recognize the metonymy, they will not understand the
passage or, worse yet, they will get a wrong understanding of the passage. Whenever a metonym is used, people
need to be able to understand what it represents.

Examples From the Bible
The Lord God will give to him the throne of his father David. (Luke 1:32b ULT)
A throne represents the authority of a king. “Throne” is a metonym for “kingly authority,” “kingship,” or “reign.”
This means that God would make him become a king who would follow King David.
Then immediately his mouth was opened (Luke 1:64a ULT)
The mouth here represents the power to speak. This means that he was able to talk again.
Who warned you to flee from the wrath that is coming? (Luke 3:7b ULT)
The word “wrath” or “anger” is a metonym for “punishment.” God was extremely angry with the people and, as a
result, he would punish them.

Translation Strategies
If people would easily understand the metonym, consider using it. Otherwise, here are some options.
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(1) Use the metonym along with the name of the thing it represents.
(2) Use only the name of the thing the metonym represents.

Examples of Translation Strategies Applied
(1) Use the metonym along with the name of the thing it represents.
And he took the cup in the same way after the supper, saying, “This cup is the new covenant in
my blood, which is poured out for you.” (Luke 22:20 ULT)
He took the cup in the same way after supper, saying, “The wine in this
cup is the new covenant in my blood, which is poured out for you.”
This verse also contains a second metonym: The cup, (representing the wine it contains) also represents the new
covenant made with the blood Christ shed for us.
(2) Use the name of the thing the metonym represents.
The Lord God will give him the throne of his father David. (Luke 1:32b ULT)
“The Lord God will give him the kingly authority of his father, David.”
or:
“The Lord God will make him king like his ancestor, King David.”
Who warned you to flee from the wrath that is coming? (Luke 3:7b ULT)
“Who warned you to flee from God’s coming punishment?”
To learn about some common metonymies, see Biblical Imagery – Common Metonymies.

(Go back to: 3 John 1:7; 1:9)
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Personification
Description

This page answers the question: What is
personification?

Personification is a figure of speech in which someone speaks of
something as if it could do things that animals or people can do.
People often do this because it makes it easier to talk about
things that we cannot see:

In order to understand this topic, it would be good to
read:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-intro]]

Such as wisdom:
Does not Wisdom call out? (Proverbs 8:1a ULT)
Or sin:
Sin crouches at the door. (Genesis 4:7b ULT)
People also use personification because it is sometimes easier to talk about people’s relationships with non-human
things such as wealth as if they were relationships between people.
You cannot serve God and wealth. (Matthew 6:24b ULT)
In each case, the purpose of the personification is to highlight a certain characteristic of the non-human thing. As
in metaphor, the reader needs to think of the way that the thing is like a certain kind of person.

Reasons This Is a Translation Issue
• Some languages do not use personification.
• Some languages use personification only in certain situations.

Examples From the Bible
You cannot serve God and wealth. (Matthew 6:24b ULT)
Jesus speaks of wealth as if it were a master whom people might serve. Loving money and basing one’s decisions
on it is like serving it as a slave would serve his master.
Does not Wisdom call out? Does not Understanding raise her voice? (Proverbs 8:1 ULT)
The author speaks of wisdom and understanding as if they were woman who calls out to teach people. This means
that they are not something hidden, but something obvious that people should pay attention to.

Translation Strategies
If the personification would be understood clearly, consider using it. If it would not be understood, here are some
other ways for translating it.
(1) Add words or phrases to make the human (or animal) characteristic clear.
(2) In addition to Strategy (1), use words such as “like” or “as” to show that the sentence is not to be understood
literally.
(3) Find a way to translate it without the personification.
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Examples of Translation Strategies Applied
(1) Add words or phrases to make the human (or animal) characteristic clear.
Sin crouches at the door. (Genesis 4:7b ULT) – God speaks of sin as if it were a wild animal that
is waiting for the chance to attack. This shows how dangerous sin is. An additional phrase can
be added to make this danger clear.
Sin is at your door, waiting to attack you.
(2) In addition to Strategy (1), use words such as “like” or “as” to show that the sentence is not to be understood
literally.
Sin crouches at the door. (Genesis 4:7b ULT) – This can be translated with the word “as.”
Sin is crouching at the door, just as a wild animal does as it waits to
attack a person..
(3) Find a way to translate it without the personification.
Even the winds and the sea obey him. (Matthew 8:27b ULT) – The men speak of the “wind
and the sea” as if they are able to hear and obey Jesus, just as people can. This could also be
translated without the idea of obedience by speaking of Jesus controlling them.
He even controls the winds and the sea.
NOTE: We have broadened our definition of “personification” to include “zoomorphism” (speaking of other things
as if they had animal characteristics) and “anthropomorphism” (speaking of non-human things as if they had
human characteristics) because the translation strategies for them are the same.
Next we recommend you learn about:
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/figs-apostrophe]]
[[rc://en/ta/man/translate/bita-part1]]

(Go back to: 3 John 1:8; 1:12)
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beloved
Definition:
The term “beloved” is an expression of affection that describes someone who is loved and dear to someone else.
• The term “beloved” literally means “loved (one)” or “(who is) loved.”
• God refers to Jesus as his “beloved Son.”
• In their letters to Christian churches, the apostles frequently address their fellow believers as “beloved.”

Translation Suggestions:
• This term could also be translated as “loved” or “loved one” or “well-loved,” or “very dear.”
• In the context of talking about a close friend, this could be translated as “my dear friend” or “my close
friend.” In English it is natural to say “my dear friend, Paul” or “Paul, who is my dear friend.” Other
languages may find it more natural to order this in a different way.
• Note that the word “beloved” comes from the word for God’s love, which is unconditional, unselfish, and
sacrificial.
(See also: love)

Bible References:
• 1 Corinthians 4:14
• 1 John 3:2
• 1 John 4:7
• Mark 1:11
• Mark 12:6
• Revelation 20:9
• Romans 16:8
• Song of Solomon 1:14

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H157, H1730, H2532, H3033, H3039, H4261, G25, G27, G5207

(Go back to: 3 John 1:1; 1:2; 1:5; 1:11)
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brother
Definition:
The term “brother” refers to a male sibling who shares at least one biological parent.
• In the Old Testament, the term “brothers” is also used as a general reference to relatives or associates, such
as members of the same tribe, clan, occupation, or people group. When used in this way, the term can refer
to both men and women.
• In the New Testament, the apostles often use the term “brothers” to refer to fellow Christians, including
both men and women.
• A few times in the New Testament, the apostles used the term “sister” when referring specifically to a fellow
Christian who was a woman, or to emphasize that both men and women are being included. For example,
James emphasizes that he is talking about all believers when he refers to “a brother or sister who is in need
of food or clothing.”

Translation Suggestions:
• It is best to translate this term with the literal word that is used in the target language to refer to a natural
or biological brother, unless this would give wrong meaning.
• In the Old Testament especially, when “brothers” is used very generally to refer to members of the same
family, clan, or people group, possible translations could include “relatives” or “clan members” or “fellow
Israelites.”
• In the context of referring to a fellow believer in Christ, this term could be translated as “brother in Christ”
or “spiritual brother.”
• If both males and females are being referred to and “brother” would give a wrong meaning, then a more
general kinship term could be used that would include both males and females.
• Other ways to translate this term so that it refers to both male and female believers could be “fellow
believers” or “Christian brothers and sisters.”
• Make sure to check the context to determine whether only men are being referred to, or whether both men
and women are included.
(See also: apostle, God the Father, sister, spirit)

Bible References:
• Acts 7:26
• Genesis 29:10
• Leviticus 19:17
• Nehemiah 3:1
• Philippians 4:21
• Revelation 1:9

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H0251, H0252, H0264, H1730, H2992, H2993, H2994, H7453, G0080, G0081, G2385, G2455, G2500,
G4613, G5360, G5569

(Go back to: 3 John 1:3; 1:5; 1:10)
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cast out, driving out, throw out
Definition:
To “cast out” or “drive out” someone or something means to force that person or thing to go away.
• The term “cast” means the same thing as “throw.” To cast a net means to throw the net into the water.
• In a figurative sense, “cast out” or “cast away” someone can mean to reject that person and send him
away.

Translation Suggestions:
• Depending on the context, other ways to translate this could include, “force out” or “send away” or “get rid
of.”
• To “cast out demons” could be translated as “cause the demons to leave” or “drive the evil spirits out” or
“expel the demons” or “command the demon to come out.”
• To “cast out” someone from a synagog or church could be translated as “banish them” or “put them out.”
(See also: demon, demon-possessed, lots)

Bible References:
• Acts 7:17-19
• Mark 3:13-16
• Mark 9:29
• Matthew 7:21-23
• Matthew 9:32-34
• Matthew 12:24
• Matthew 17:19-21

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H1272, H1644, H1920, H3423, H7971, H7993, G1544

(Go back to: 3 John 1:10)
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children, child, offspring
Definition:
The term “child” (plural “children”) refers to the offspring of a man and woman. The term is often used more
generally to refer to anyone who is young in age and is not yet a fully grown adult. The term “offspring” is a
general reference to the biological descendants of people or animals.
• In the Bible, disciples or followers are sometimes called “children.”
• Often the term “children” is used to refer to a person’s descendants.
• Often in the Bible, “offspring” has the same meaning as “children” or “descendants.”
• The term “seed” is sometimes used figuratively to refer to offspring.
• The phrase “children of” can refer to being characterized by something. Some examples of this would be:
◦ children of the light
◦ children of obedience
◦ children of the devil
• This term can also refer to the Church. For example, sometimes the New Testament refers to people who
believe in Jesus as “children of God.”

Translation Suggestions:
• The term “children” could be translated as “descendants” when it is referring to a person’s greatgrandchildren or great-great-grandchildren, etc.
• Depending on the context, “children of” could be translated as “people who have the characteristics of” or
“people who behave like.”
• If possible, the phrase, “children of God” should be translated literally since an important biblical theme is
that God is our heavenly Father. A possible translation alternate would be, “people who belong to God” or
“God’s spiritual children.”
• When Jesus calls his disciples “children,” this could also be translated as “dear friends” or “my beloved
disciples.”
• When Paul and John refer to believers in Jesus as “children,” this could also be translated as “dear fellow
believers.”
• The phrase, “children of the promise” could be translated as “people who have received what God
promised them.”
(See also: descendant, seed, promise, son, spirit, believe, beloved)

Bible References:
• 1 John 2:28
• 3 John 1:4
• Galatians 4:19
• Genesis 45:11
• Joshua 8:34-35
• Nehemiah 5:5
• Acts 17:29
• Exodus 13:11-13
• Genesis 24:7
• Isaiah 41:8-9
• Job 5:25
• Luke 3:7
• Matthew 12:34
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Word Data:
• Strong’s: H1069, H1121, H1123, H1129, H1323, H1397, H1580, H2029, H2030, H2056, H2138, H2145, H2233,
H2945, H3173, H3205, H3206, H3208, H3211, H3243, H3490, H4392, H5209, H5271, H5288, H5290, H5759,
H5764, H5768, H5953, H6185, H6363, H6529, H6631, H7908, H7909, H7921, G730, G815, G1025, G1064, G1081,
G1085, G1471, G3439, G3515, G3516, G3808, G3812, G3813, G3816, G5040, G5041, G5042, G5043, G5044,
G5206, G5207, G5388

(Go back to: 3 John 1:4)
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church, Church
Definition:
In the New Testament, the term “church” refers to a local group of believers in Jesus who regularly met together to
pray and hear God’s word preached. The term “the Church” often refers to all Christians.
• This term literally refers to a “called out” assembly or congregation of people who meet together for a
special purpose.
• When this term is used to refer to all believers everywhere in the whole body of Christ, some Bible
translations capitalize the first letter (“Church”) to distinguish it from the local church.
• Often the believers in a particular city would meet together in someone’s home. These local churches were
given the name of the city such as the “church at Ephesus.”
• In the Bible, “church” does not refer to a building.

Translation Suggestions:
• The term “church” could be translated as a “gathering together” or “assembly” or “congregation” or “ones
who meet together.”
• The word or phrase that is used to translate this term should also be able to refer to all believers, not just
one small group.
• Make sure that the translation of “church” does not just refer to a building.
• The term used to translate “assembly” in the Old Testament could also be used to translate this term.
• Also consider how it is translated in a local or national Bible translation. (See: How to Translate Unknowns.)
(See also: assembly, believe, Christian)

Bible References:
• 1 Corinthians 5:12
• 1 Thessalonians 2:14
• 1 Timothy 3:5
• Acts 9:31
• Acts 14:23
• Acts 15:41
• Colossians 4:15
• Ephesians 5:23
• Matthew 16:18
• Philippians 4:15

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 43:12 About 3,000 people believed what Peter said and became disciples of Jesus. They were baptized and
became part of the church at Jerusalem.
• 46:9 Most of the people in Antioch were not Jews, but for the first time, very many of them also became
believers. Barnabas and Saul went there to teach these new believers more about Jesus and to strengthen
the church.
• 46:10 So the church in Antioch prayed for Barnabas and Saul and placed their hands on them. Then they
sent them off to preach the good news of Jesus in many other places.
• 47:13 The good news of Jesus kept spreading, and the Church kept growing.
• 50:1 For almost 2,000 years, more and more people around the world have been hearing the good news
about Jesus the Messiah. The Church has been growing.
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Word Data:
• Strong’s: G1577

(Go back to: 3 John 1:6; 1:9; 1:10)
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companion, fellow worker, friend
Facts:
The term “companion” refers to a person who goes with someone else or who is associated with someone else,
such as in a friendship or marriage. The term “fellow worker” refers to someone who works with another person.
• Companions go through experiences together, share meals together, and support and encourage each
other.
• Depending on the context, this term could also be translated with a word or phrase that means, “friend” or
“fellow traveler” or “supporting-person who goes with” or “person who works with.”

Bible References:
• Ezekiel 37:16
• Hebrews 1:9
• Proverbs 2:17
• Psalms 38:11-12

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H251, H441, H2269, H2270, H2273, H2278, H3674, H3675, H4828, H7453, H7462, H7464, G2844,
G3353, G4898, G4904

(Go back to: 3 John 1:8)
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cure, cured, heal, healed, healing, healer, health, healthy, unhealthy
Definition:
The terms “heal” and “cure” both mean to cause a sick, wounded, or disabled person to be healthy again.
• A person who is “healed” or “cured” has been “made well” or “made healthy.”
• Healing can happen naturally since God gave our bodies the ability to recover from many kinds of wounds
and diseases. Thsi kind of healing usually happens slowly.
• However, certain conditions, such as being blind or paralyzed, and certain serious diseases, such as leprosy,
however do not heal on their own. When people are healed of these things, it is a miracle that usually
happens suddenly.
• For example, Jesus healed many people who were blind or lame or diseased, and they became well right
away.
• The apostles also healed people miraculously, such as when Peter caused a crippled man to immediately be
able to walk.
(See also: miracle)

Bible References:
• Acts 5:16
• Acts 8:6
• Luke 5:13
• Luke 6:19
• Luke 8:43
• Matthew 4:23-25
• Matthew 9:35
• Matthew 13:15

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 19:14 One of the miracles happened to Naaman, an enemy commander, who had a horrible skin disease.
He had heard of Elisha so he went and asked Elisha to heal him.
• 21:10 He (Isaiah) also predicted that the Messiah would heal sick people and those who could not hear, see,
speak, or walk.
• 26:6 Jesus continued saying, “And during the time of the prophet Elisha, there were many people in Israel
with skin diseases. But Elisha did not heal any of them. He only healed the skin disease of Naaman, a
commander of Israel’s enemies.”
• 26:8 They brought many people who were sick or handicapped, including those who could not see, walk,
hear, or speak, and Jesus healed them.
• 32:14 She had heard that Jesus had healed many sick people and thought, “I’m sure that if I can just touch
Jesus’ clothes, then I will be healed, too!”
• 44:3 Immediately, God healed the lame man, and he began to walk and jump around, and to praise God.
• 44:8 Peter answered them, “This man stands before you healed by the power of Jesus the Messiah.”
• 49:2 Jesus did many miracles that prove he is God. He walked on water, calmed storms, healed many sick
people, drove out demons, raised the dead to life, and turned five loaves of bread and two small fish into
enough food for over 5,000 people.
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Word Data:
• Strong’s: H724, H1369, H1455, H2280, H2421, H2896, H3545, H4832, H4974, H7495, H7499, H7500, H7725,
H7965, H8549, H8585, H8644, H622, G1295, G1743, G2322, G2323, G2386, G2390, G2392, G2511, G3647,
G4982, G5198, G5199

(Go back to: 3 John 1:2)
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elder, older, old
Definition:
The term “elder” or “older” refers to people (in the Bible, usually men) who have grown old enough to become
mature adults and leaders within a community. For example, elders might have gray hair, have adult children, or
perhaps even have grandchildren or great-grandchildren.
• The term “elder” came from the fact that elders were originally older men who, because of their age and
experience, had greater wisdom.
• In the Old Testament, the elders helped lead the Israelites in matters of justice and the Law of Moses.
• In the New Testament, Jewish “elders” continued to be leaders in their communities and also were judges
for the people.
• In the early Christian churches, Christian “elders” gave spiritual leadership to the local assemblies of
believers. Elders in these churches sometimes included young men who were spiritually mature.
• This term could be translated as “older men” or “spiritually mature men leading the church.”

Bible References:
• 1 Chronicles 11:1-3
• 1 Timothy 3:1-3
• 1 Timothy 4:14
• Acts 5:19-21
• Acts 14:23
• Mark 11:28
• Matthew 21:23-24

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H1419, H2205, H7868, G1087, G3187, G4244, G4245, G4850

(Go back to: 3 John 1:1)
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evil, wicked, unpleasant
Definition:
In the Bible, the term “evil” can refer either to the concept of moral wickedness or emotional unpleasantness. The
context will usually make it clear which meaning is intended in the specific instance of the term.
• While “evil” may describe a person’s character, “wicked” may refer more to a person’s behavior. However,
both terms are very similar in meaning.
• The term “wickedness” refers to the state of being that exists when people do wicked things.
• The results of evil are clearly shown in how people mistreat others by killing, stealing, slandering and being
cruel and unkind.

Translation Suggestions:
• Depending on the context, the terms “evil” and “wicked” can be translated as “bad” or “sinful” or
“immoral.”
• Other ways to translate these could include “not good” or “not righteous” or “not moral.”
• Make sure the words or phrases that are used to translate these terms fit the context that is natural in the
target language.
(See also: disobey, sin, good, righteous, demon)

Bible References:
• 1 Samuel 24:11
• 1 Timothy 6:10
• 3 John 1:10
• Genesis 2:17
• Genesis 6:5-6
• Job 1:1
• Job 8:20
• Judges 9:57
• Luke 6:22-23
• Matthew 7:11-12
• Proverbs 3:7
• Psalms 22:16-17

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 2:4 “God just knows that as soon as you eat it, you will be like God and will understand good and evil like he
does.”
• 3:1 After a long time, many people were living in the world. They had become very wicked and violent.
• 3:2 But Noah found favor with God. He was a righteous man living among wicked people.
• 4:2 God saw that if they all kept working together to do evil, they could do many more sinful things.
• 8:12 “You tried to do evil when you sold me as a slave, but God used the evil for good!”
• 14:2 They (Canaanites) worshiped false gods and did many evil things.
• 17:1 But then he (Saul) became a wicked man who did not obey God, so God chose a different man who
would one day be king in his place.
• 18:11 In the new kingdom of Israel, all the kings were evil.
• 29:8 The king was so angry that he threw the wicked servant into prison until he could pay back all of his
debt.
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• 45:2 They said, “We heard him (Stephen) speak evil things about Moses and God!”
• 50:17 He (Jesus) will wipe away every tear and there will be no more suffering, sadness, crying, evil, pain, or
death.

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H0205, H0605, H1100, H1681, H1942, H2154, H2162, H2254, H2617, H3399, H3415, H4209, H4849,
H5753, H5766, H5767, H5999, H6001, H6090, H7451, H7455, H7489, H7561, H7562, H7563, H7564, G0092,
G0113, G0459, G0932, G0987, G0988, G1426, G2549, G2551, G2554, G2555, G2556, G2557, G2559, G2560,
G2635, G2636, G4151, G4189, G4190, G4191, G5337

(Go back to: 3 John 1:10; 1:11)
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faithful, faithfulness, trustworthy
Definition:
To be “faithful” to God means to consistently live according to God’s teachings. It means to be loyal to him by
obeying him.The state or condition of being faithful is “faithfulness.”
• A person who is faithful can be trusted to always keep his promises and to always fulfill his responsibilities
to other people.
• A faithful person perseveres in doing a task, even when it is long and difficult.
• Faithfulness to God is the consistent practice of doing what God wants us to do.

Translation Suggestions:
• In many contexts, “faithful” can be translated as “loyal” or “dedicated” or “dependable.”
• In other contexts, “faithful” can be translated by a word or phrase that means “continuing to believe” or
“persevering in believing and obeying God.”
• Ways that “faithfulness” could be translated could include “persevering in believing” or “loyalty” or
“trustworthiness” or “believing and obeying God.”
(See also: believe, faith, believe)

Bible References:
• Genesis 24:49
• Leviticus 26:40
• Numbers 12:7
• Joshua 2:14
• Judges 2:16-17
• 1 Samuel 2:9
• Psalm 12:1
• Proverbs 11:12-13
• Isaiah 1:26
• Jeremiah 9:7-9
• Hosea 5:7
• Luke 12:46
• Luke 16:10
• Colossians 1:7
• 1 Thessalonians 5:24
• 3 John 1:5

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 8:5 Even in prison, Joseph remained faithful to God, and God blessed him.
• 14:12 Even so, God was still faithful to His promises to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
• 15:13 The people promised to remain faithful to God and follow his laws.
• 17:9 David ruled with justice and faithfulness for many years, and God blessed him. However, toward the
end of his life he sinned terribly against God.
• 35:12 “The older son said to his father, ‘All these years I have worked faithfully for you!’”
• 49:17 But God is faithful and says that if you confess your sins, he will forgive you.
• 50:4 “If you remain faithful to me to the end, then God will save you.”
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Word Data:
• Strong’s: H0529, H0530, H0539, H540, H571, H898, H2181, H4603, H4604, H4820, G569, G571, G4103

(Go back to: 3 John 1:5)
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Gentile
Facts:
The term “Gentile” refers to anyone who is not a Jew. Gentiles are people who are not descendants of Jacob.
• In the Bible, the term “uncircumcised” is also used figuratively to refer to Gentiles because many of them
did not circumcise their male children as the Israelites did.
• Because God chose the Jews to be his special people, they thought of the Gentiles as outsiders who could
never be God’s people.
• The Jews were also called “Israelites” or “Hebrews” at different times in history. They referred to anyone
else as a “Gentile.”
• Gentile could also be translated as “not a Jew” or “non-Jewish” or “not an Israelite” (Old Testament) or
“non-Jew.”.
• Traditionally, Jews would neither eat with nor associate with Gentiles, which at first caused problems within
the early church.
(See also: Israel, Jacob, Jew)

Bible References:
• Acts 9:13-16
• Acts 14:5-7
• Galatians 2:16
• Luke 2:32
• Matthew 5:47
• Matthew 6:5-7
• Romans 11:25

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H1471, G1482, G1484, G1672

(Go back to: 3 John 1:7)
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God
Definition:
In the Bible, the term “God” refers to the eternal being who created the universe out of nothing. God exists as
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. God’s personal name is “Yahweh.”
• God has always existed; he existed before anything else existed, and he will continue to exist forever.
• He is the only true God and has authority over everything in the universe.
• God is perfectly righteous, infinitely wise, holy, sinless, just, merciful, and loving.
• He is a covenant-keeping God, who always fulfills his promises.
• People were created to worship God and he is the only one they should worship.
• God revealed his name as “Yahweh,” which means “he is” or “I am” or “the One who (always) exists.”
• The Bible also teaches about false “gods,” which are nonliving idols that people wrongly worship.

Translation Suggestions:
• Ways to translate “God” could include “Deity” or “Creator” or “Supreme Being” or “Supreme Creator” or
“Infinite Sovereign Lord” or “Eternal Supreme Being.”
• Consider how God is referred to in a local or national language. There may also already be a word for “God”
in the language being translated. If so, it is important to make sure that this word fits the characteristics of
the one true God as described above.
• Many languages capitalize the first letter of the word for the one true God, to distinguish it from the word
for a false god. Another way to make this distinction would be to use different terms for “God” and “god.”
NOTE: In the biblical text, when a person who does not worship Yahweh speaks about Yahweh and uses the
word “god,” it is acceptable to render the term without a capital letter in reference to Yahweh (see Jonah
1:6, 3:9).
• The phrase “I will be their God and they will be my people” could also be translated as “I, God, will rule over
these people and they will worship me.”
(Translation suggestions: How to Translate Names)
(See also: create, false god, God the Father, Holy Spirit, false god, Son of God, Yahweh)

Bible References:
• 1 John 1:7
• 1 Samuel 10:7-8
• 1 Timothy 4:10
• Colossians 1:16
• Deuteronomy 29:14-16
• Ezra 3:1-2
• Genesis 1:2
• Hosea 4:11-12
• Isaiah 36:6-7
• James 2:20
• Jeremiah 5:5
• John 1:3
• Joshua 3:9-11
• Lamentations 3:43
• Micah 4:5
• Philippians 2:6
• Proverbs 24:12
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• Psalms 47:9

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 1:1 God created the universe and everything in it in six days.
• 1:15 God made man and woman in his own image.
• 5:3 “I am God Almighty. I will make a covenant with you.”
• 9:14 God said, “I AM WHO I AM. Tell them, ‘I AM has sent me to you.’ Also tell them, ‘I am Yahweh, the God
of your ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. This is my name forever.’”
• 10:2 Through these plagues, God showed Pharaoh that he is more powerful than Pharaoh and all of Egypt’s
gods.
• 16:1 The Israelites began to worship the Canaanite gods instead of Yahweh, the true God.
• 22:7 “You, my son, will be called the prophet of the Most High God who will prepare the people to receive
the Messiah!”
• 24:9 There is only one God. But John heard God the Father speak, and saw Jesus the Son and the Holy Spirit
when he baptized Jesus.
• 25:7 “Worship only the Lord your God and only serve him.”
• 28:1 “There is only one who is good, and that is God.”
• 49:9 But God loved everyone in the world so much that he gave his only Son so that whoever believes in
Jesus will not be punished for his sins, but will live with God forever.
• 50:16 But some day God will create a new heaven and a new earth that will be perfect.

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H136, H305, H410, H426, H430, H433, H2486, H2623, H3068, H3069, H3863, H4136, H6697, G112,
G516, G932, G935, G1096, G1140, G2098, G2124, G2128, G2150, G2152, G2153, G2299, G2304, G2305, G2312,
G2313, G2314, G2315, G2316, G2317, G2318, G2319, G2320, G3361, G3785, G4151, G5207, G5377, G5463,
G5537, G5538

(Go back to: 3 John 1:6; 1:11)
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good, right, pleasant, better, best
Definition:
The term “good” generally refers to a positive evaulation of the quality of something or someone, often in a moral
or emotional sense. However, the term conveys various nuances throughout the Bible depending on the context.
• Something that is “good” could be emotionally pleasant, morally right, excellent, helpful, suitable, or
profitable.
• In the Bible, the general meaning of “good” is often contrasted with “evil.”

Translation Suggestions:
• The general term for “good” in the target language should be used wherever this general meaning is
accurate and natural, especially in contexts where it is contrasted to evil.
• Depending on the context, other ways to translate this term could include “kind” or “excellent” or “pleasing
to God” or “righteous” or “morally upright” or “profitable.”
• “Good land” could be translated as “fertile land” or “productive land”; a “good crop” could be translated as
a “plentiful harvest” or “large amount of crops.”
• The phrase “do good to” means to do something that benefits others and could be translated as “be kind
to” or “help” or “benefit” someone or “cause someone to prosper.”
• To “do good on the Sabbath” means to “do things that help others on the Sabbath.”
• Depending on the context, ways to translate the term “goodness” could include “blessing” or “kindness” or
“moral perfection” or “righteousness” or “purity.”
(See also: righteous, prosper, evil)

Bible References:
• Galatians 5:22-24
• Genesis 1:12
• Genesis 2:9
• Genesis 2:17
• James 3:13
• Romans 2:4

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 1:4 God saw that what he had created was good.
• 1:11 God planted the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
• 1:12 Then God said, “It is not good for man to be alone.”
• 2:4 “God just knows that as soon as you eat it, you will be like God and will understand good and evil like he
does.”
• 8:12 “You tried to do evil when you sold me as a slave, but God used the evil for good!”
• 14:15 Joshua was a good leader because he trusted and obeyed God.
• 18:13 Some of these kings were good men who ruled justly and worshiped God.
• 28:1 “Good teacher, what must I do to have eternal life?” Jesus said to him, “Why do you call me ‘good?’
There is only one who is good, and that is God.”
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Word Data:
• Strong’s: H117, H145, H155, H202, H239, H410, H1580, H1926, H1935, H2532, H2617, H2623, H2869, H2895,
H2896, H2898, H3190, H3191, H3276, H3474, H3788, H3966, H4261, H4399, H5232, H5750, H6287, H6643,
H6743, H7075, H7368, H7399, H7443, H7999, H8231, H8232, H8233, H8389, H8458, G14, G15, G18, G19, G515,
G744, G865, G979, G1380, G2095, G2097, G2106, G2107, G2108, G2109, G2114, G2115, G2133, G2140, G2162,
G2163, G2174, G2293, G2565, G2567, G2570, G2573, G2887, G2986, G3140, G3617, G3776, G4147, G4632,
G4674, G4851, G5223, G5224, G5358, G5542, G5543, G5544

(Go back to: 3 John 1:6; 1:11)
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hope, hoped
Definition:
Hope is strongly desiring something to happen. Hope can imply either certainty or uncertainty regarding a future
event.
• In the Bible, the term “hope” also has the meaning of “trust,” as in “my hope is in the Lord.” It refers to a
sure expectation of receiving what God has promised his people.
• Sometimes the ULT translates the term in the original language as “confidence.” This happens mostly in the
New Testament in situations where people who believe in Jesus as their Savior have the assurance (or
confidence or hope) of receiving what God has promised.
• To have “no hope” means to have no expectation of something good happening. It means that it is actually
very certain that it will not happen.

Translation Suggestions:
• In some contexts, the term to “hope” could also be translated as to “wish” or to “desire” or to “expect.”
• The expression “nothing to hope for” could be translated as “nothing to trust in” or “no expectation of
anything good”
• To “have no hope” could be translated as “have no expectation of anything good” or “have no security” or
“be sure that nothing good will happen.”
• The expression “have set your hopes on” could also be translated as “have put your confidence in” or “have
been trusting in.”
• The phrase “I find hope in your Word” could also be translated as “I am confident that your Word is true” or
“Your Word helps me trust in you” or “When I obey your Word, I am certain to be blessed.”
• Phrases such as “hope in” God could also be translated a, “trust in God” or “know for sure that God will do
what he has promised” or “be certain that God is faithful.”
(See also: bless, confidence, good, obey, trust, word of God)

Bible References:
• 1 Chronicles 29:14-15
• 1 Thessalonians 2:19
• Acts 24:14-16
• Acts 26:6
• Acts 27:20
• Colossians 1:5
• Job 11:20

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H982, H983, H986, H2620, H2976, H3175, H3176, H3689, H4009, H4268, H4723, H7663, H7664,
H8431, H8615, G91, G560, G1679, G1680, G2070

(Go back to: 3 John 1:14)
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imitate, imitator
Definition:
The terms “imitate” and “imitator” refers to copying someone else by acting exactly like that person does.
• Christians are taught to imitate Jesus Christ by obeying God and loving others, just as Jesus did.
• The apostle Paul told the early church to imitate him, just as he imitated Christ.

Translation Suggestions:
• The term “imitate” could be translated as “do the same things as” or “follow his example.”
• The expression “be imitators of God” could be translated as “be people who act like God does” or “be
people who do the kinds of things God does.”
• “You became imitators of us” could be translated as “You followed our example” or “You are doing the
same kinds of godly things that you saw us do.”

Bible References:
• 3 John 1:11
• Matthew 23:1-3

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H310, H6213, G1096, G2596, G3401, G3402, G4160

(Go back to: 3 John 1:11)
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joy, joyful, rejoice, glad
Definition:
joy
The term “joy” refers to a feeling of delight or deep satisfaction. The related term “joyful” describes a person who
feels very glad and is full of deep happiness.
• A person feels joy when he has a deep sense that what he is experiencing is very good.
• God is the one who gives true joy to people.
• Having joy does not depend on pleasant circumstances. God can give people joy even when very difficult
things are happening in their lives.
• Sometimes places are described as joyful, such as houses or cities. This means that the people who live
there are joyful.

rejoice
The term “rejoice” means to be full of joy and gladness.
• This term often refers to being very happy about the good things that God has done.
• It could be translated as “be very happy” or “be very glad” or “be full of joy.”
• When Mary said “my soul rejoices in God my Savior,” she meant “God my Savior has made me very happy”
or “I feel so joyful because of what God my Savior has done for me.”

Translation Suggestions:
• The term “joy” could also be translated as “gladness” or “delight” or “great happiness.”
• The phrase, “be joyful” could be translated as “rejoice” or “be very glad” or it could be translated “be very
happy in God’s goodness.”
• A person who is joyful could be described as “very happy” or “delighted” or “deeply glad.”
• A phrase such as “make a joyful shout” could be translated as “shout in a way that shows you are very
happy.”
• A “joyful city” or “joyful house” could be translated as “city where joyful people live” or “house full of joyful
people” or “city whose people are very happy.” (See: metonymy)

Bible References:
• Nehemiah 8:10
• Psalm 48:2
• Isaiah 56:6-7
• Jeremiah 15:15-16
• Matthew 2:9-10
• Luke 15:7
• Luke 19:37-38
• John 3:29
• Acts 16:32-34
• Romans 5:1-2
• Romans 15:30-32
• Galatians 5:23
• Philippians 4:10-13
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• 1 Thessalonians 1:6-7
• 1 Thessalonians 5:16
• Philemon 1:4-7
• James 1:2
• 3 John 1:1-4

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 33:7 “The rocky ground is a person who hears God’s word and accepts it with joy.”
• 34:4 “The kingdom of God is also like hidden treasure that someone hid in a field.. Another man found the
treasure and then buried it again. He was so filled with joy, that he went and sold everything he had and
used the money to buy that field.”
• 41:7 The women were full of fear and great joy. They ran to tell the disciples the good news.

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H1523, H1524, H1525, H2302, H2304, H2305, H2654, H2898, H4885, H5937, H5947, H5965, H5970,
H6342, H6670, H7440, H7442, H7444, H7445, H7797, H7832, H8055, H8056, H8057, H8342, H8643, G20, G21,
G2165, G2167, G2744, G4640, G4796, G4913, G5463, G5479

(Go back to: 3 John 1:3; 1:4)
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know, knowledge, unknown, distinguish
Definition:
The term “know” and “knowledge” means generally to understand something or someone. It can also mean to be
aware of a fact or to be familiar with a person. The expression “to make known” means to tell information.
• The term “knowledge” refers to information that people know. It can apply to knowing physical concepts or
abstract concepts.
• To “know about” God means to understand facts about him because of what he has revealed to us.
• To “know” God means to have a relationship with him. This also applies to knowing people.
• To know God’s will means to be aware of what he has commanded, or to understand what he wants a
person to do.
• To “know the Law” means to be aware of what God has commanded or to understand what God has
instructed in the laws he gave to Moses.
• Sometimes “knowledge” is used as a synonym for “wisdom,” which includes living in a way that is pleasing
to God.
• The “knowledge of God” is sometimes used as a synonym for the “fear of Yahweh.”
• When used of a man and a woman to “know” is often an euphemism that refers to having sexual
intercourse.

Translation Suggestions
• Depending on the context, ways to translate “know” could include “understand” or “be familiar with” or
“be aware of” or “be acquainted with” or “be in relationship with.”
• In the context of understanding the difference between two things, the term is usually translated as
“distinguish.” When used in this way, the term is often followed by the preposition “between.”
• Some languages have two different words for “know,” one for knowing facts and one for knowing a person
and having a relationship with him.
• The term “make known” could be translated as “cause people to know” or “reveal” or “tell about” or
“explain.”
• To “know about” something could be translated as “be aware of” or “be familiar with.”
• The expression “know how to” means to understand the process or method of getting something done. It
could also be translated as “be able to” or “have the skill to.”
• The term “knowledge” could also be translated as “what is known” or “wisdom” or “understanding,”
depending on the context.
(See also: law, reveal, understand, wise)

Bible References:
• 1 Corinthians 2:12-13
• 1 Samuel 17:46
• 2 Corinthians 2:15
• 2 Peter 1:3-4
• Deuteronomy 4:39-40
• Genesis 19:5
• Luke 1:77
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Word Data:
• Strong’s: H1843, H1844, H1847, H1875, H3045, H3046, H4093, H4486, H5046, H5234, H5475, H5869, G50, G56,
G1097, G1107, G1108, G1492, G1921, G1922, G1987, G2467, G2589, G4267, G4894

(Go back to: 3 John 1:12)
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like, likeminded, likeness, likewise, alike, unlike, as if
Definition:
The terms “like” and “likeness” refer to something being the same as, or similar to, something else.
• The word “like” is also often used in a figurative expressions called a “simile” in which something is
compared to something else, usually highlighting a shared characteristic. For example, “his clothes shined
like the sun” and “the voice boomed like thunder.” (See: Simile)
• To “be like” or “sound like” or “look like” something or someone means to have qualities that are similar to
the thing or person being compared to.
• People were created in God’s “likeness,” that is, in his “image.” It means that they have qualities or
characteristics that are “like” or “similar to” qualities that God has, such as the ability to think, feel, and
communicate.
• To have “the likeness of” something or someone means to have characteristics that look like that thing or
person.

Translation Suggestions
• In some contexts, the expression “the likeness of” could be translated as “what looked like” or “what
appeared to be.”
• The expression “in the likeness of his death” could be translated as “sharing in the experience of his death”
or “as if experiencing his death with him.”
• The expression “in the likeness of sinful flesh” could be translated as “being like a sinful human being” or to
“be a human being.” Make sure the translation of this expression does not sound like Jesus was sinful.
• “In his own likeness” could also be translated as to “be like him” or “having many of the same qualities that
he has.”
• The expression “the likeness of an image of perishable man, of birds, of four-footed beasts and of creeping
things” could be translated as “idols made to look like perishable humans, or animals, such as birds, beasts,
and small, crawling things.”
(See also: beast, flesh, image of God, image, perish)

Bible References:
• Ezekiel 1:5
• Mark 8:24
• Matthew 17:2
• Matthew 18:3
• Psalms 73:5
• Revelation 1:12-13

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H1823, H8403, H8544, G1503, G1504, G2509, G2531, G2596, G3664, G3665, G3666, G3667, G3668,
G3669, G3697, G4833, G5108, G5613, G5615, G5616, G5618, G5619

(Go back to: 3 John 1:2; 1:3)
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love, beloved
Definition:
To love another person is to care for that person and do things that will benefit him. There are different meanings
for “love” some languages may express using different words:
1. The kind of love that comes from God is focused on the good of others even when it doesn’t benefit oneself.
This kind of love cares for others, no matter what they do. God himself is love and is the source of true love.
• Jesus showed this kind of love by sacrificing his life in order to rescue us from sin and death. He also
taught his followers to love others sacrificially.
• When people love others with this kind of love, they act in ways that show they are thinking of what
will cause the others to thrive. This kind of love especially includes forgiving others.
• In the ULT, the word “love” refers to this kind of sacrificial love, unless a Translation Note indicates a
different meaning.
2. Another word in the New Testament refers to brotherly love, or love for a friend or family member.
• This term refers to natural human love between friends or relatives.
• The term can also be used in such contexts as, “They love to sit in the most important seats at a
banquet.” This means that they “like very much” or “greatly desire” to do that.
3. The word “love” can also refer to romantic love between a man and a woman.

Translation Suggestions:
• Unless indicated otherwise in a Translation Note, the word “love” in the ULT refers to the kind of sacrificial
love that comes from God.
• Some languages may have a special word for the kind of unselfish, sacrificial love that God has. Ways to
translate this might include, “devoted, faithful caring” or “care for unselfishly” or “love from God.” Make
sure that the word used to translate God’s love can include giving up one’s own interests to benefit others
and loving others no matter what they do.
• Sometimes the English word “love” describes the deep caring that people have for friends and family
members. Some languages might translate this with a word or phrase that means “like very much” or “care
for” or “have strong affection for.”
• In contexts where the word “love” is used to express a strong preference for something, this could be
translated by “strongly prefer” or “like very much” or “greatly desire.”
• Some languages may also have a separate word that refers to romantic or sexual love between a husband
and wife.
• Many languages must express “love” as an action. So for example, they might translate “love is patient, love
is kind” as, “when a person loves someone, he is patient with him and kind to him.”
(See also: covenant, death, sacrifice, save, sin)

Bible References:
• 1 Corinthians 13:7
• 1 John 3:2
• 1 Thessalonians 4:10
• Galatians 5:23
• Genesis 29:18
• Isaiah 56:6
• Jeremiah 2:2
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• John 3:16
• Matthew 10:37
• Nehemiah 9:32-34
• Philippians 1:9
• Song of Solomon 1:2

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 27:2 The law expert replied that God’s law says, “Love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, strength,
and mind. And love your neighbor as yourself.”
• 33:8 “The thorny ground is a person who hears God’s word, but, as time passes, the cares, riches, and
pleasures of life choke out his love for God.”
• 36:5 As Peter was talking, a bright cloud came down on top of them and a voice from the cloud said, “This is
my Son whom I love.”
• 39:10 “Everyone who loves the truth listens to me.”
• 47:1 She (Lydia) loved and worshiped God.
• 48:1 When God created the world, everything was perfect. There was no sin. Adam and Eve loved each
other, and they loved God.
• 49:3 He (Jesus) taught that you need to love other people the same way you love yourself.
• 49:4 He (Jesus) also taught that you need to love God more than you love anything else, including your
wealth.
• 49:7 Jesus taught that God loves sinners very much.
• 49:9 But God loved everyone in the world so much that he gave his only Son so that whoever believes in
Jesus will not be punished for his sins, but will live with God forever.
• 49:13 God loves you and wants you to believe in Jesus so he can have a close relationship with you.

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H157, H158, H159, H160, H2245, H2617, H2836, H3039, H4261, H5689, H5690, H5691, H7355, H7356,
H7453, H7474, G25, G26, G5360, G5361, G5362, G5363, G5365, G5367, G5368, G5369, G5377, G5381, G5382,
G5383, G5388

(Go back to: 3 John 1:1; 1:6)
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name
Definition:
The term “name” refers to the word by which a specific person or thing is called. In the Bible, however, the term
“name” is used in several different ways to refer to several different concepts.
• In some contexts, “name” could refer to a person’s reputation, as in “let us make a name for ourselves.”
• The term “name” could also refer to the memory of something. For example, “cut off the names of the
idols” means to destroy those idols so that they are no longer remembered or worshiped.
• Speaking “in the name of God” meant speaking with his power and authority, or as his representative.
• The “name” of someone could refer to the entire person, as in “there is no other name under heaven by
which we must be saved.” (See: metonymy)

Translation Suggestions:
• An expression like “his good name” could be translated as “his good reputation.”
• Doing something “in the name of” could be translated as “with the authority of” or “with the permission
of” or “as the representative of” that person.
• The expression “make a name for ourselves” could be translated “cause many people to know about us” or
“make people think we are very important.”
• The expression “call his name” could be translated as “name him” or “give him the name.”
• The expression “those who love your name” could be translated as “those who love you.”
• The expression “cut off the names of idols” could be translated as “get rid of pagan idols so that they are
not even remembered” or “cause people to stop worshiping false gods” or “completely destroy all idols so
that people no longer even think about them.”
(See also: call)

Bible References:
• 1 John 2:12
• 2 Timothy 2:19
• Acts 4:7
• Acts 4:12
• Acts 9:27
• Genesis 12:2
• Genesis 35:10
• Matthew 18:5

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H5344, H7121, H7761, H8034, H8036, G2564, G3686, G3687, G5122

(Go back to: 3 John 1:7; 1:15)
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peace, peaceful, peacemakers
Definition:
The term “peace” refers to a state of being or a feeling of having no conflict, anxiety, or fearfulness. A person who
is “peaceful” feels calm and assured of being safe and secure.
• In the Old Testament, the term “peace” often means a general sense of a person’s welfare, wellness, or
wholeness.
• “Peace” can also refer to a time when people groups or countries are not at war with each other. These
people are said to have “peaceful relations.”
• To “make peace” with a person or a group of people means to take actions to cause fighting to stop.
• A “peacemaker” is someone who does and says things to influence people to live at peace with each other.
• To be “at peace” with other people means being in a state of not fighting against those people.
• A good or right relationship between God and people happens when God saves people from their sin. This
is called having “peace with God.”
• The greeting “grace and peace” was used by the apostles in their letters to their fellow believers as a
blessing.
• The term “peace” can also refer to being in a good relationship with other people or with God.

Bible References:
• 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3
• Acts 7:26
• Colossians 1:18-20
• Colossians 3:15
• Galatians 5:23
• Luke 7:50
• Luke 12:51
• Mark 4:39
• Matthew 5:9
• Matthew 10:13

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 15:6 God had commanded the Israelites not to make a peace treaty with any of the people groups in
Canaan.
• 15:12 Then God gave Israel peace along all its borders.
• 16:3 Then God provided a deliverer who rescued them from their enemies and brought peace to the land.
• 21:13 He (Messiah) would die to receive the punishment for other people’s sin. His punishment would bring
peace between God and people.
• 48:14 David was the king of Israel, but Jesus is the king of the entire universe! He will come again and rule
his kingdom with justice and peace, forever.
• 50:17 Jesus will rule his kingdom with peace and justice, and he will be with his people forever.

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H5117, H7961, H7962, H7965, H7999, H8001, H8002, H8003, H8252, G269, G1514, G1515, G1516,
G1517, G1518, G2272

(Go back to: 3 John 1:15)
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pray, prayer
Definition:
The terms “pray” and “prayer” refer to talking with God. These terms are also used to refer to people trying to talk
to a false god.
• People can pray silently, talking to God with their thoughts, or they can pray aloud, speaking to God with
their voice. Sometimes prayers are written down, such as when David wrote his prayers in the Book of
Psalms.
• Prayer can include asking God for mercy, for help with a problem, and for wisdom in making decisions.
• Often people ask God to heal people who are sick or who need his help in other ways.
• People also thank and praise God when they are praying to him.
• Praying includes confessing our sins to God and asking him to forgive us.
• Talking to God is sometimes called “communing” with him as our spirit communicates with his spirit,
sharing our emotions and enjoying his presence.
• This term could be translated as “talking to God” or “communicating with God.” The translation of this term
should be able to include praying that is silent.
(See also: false god, forgive, praise)

Bible References:
• 1 Thessalonians 3:9
• Acts 8:24
• Acts 14:26
• Colossians 4:4
• John 17:9
• Luke 11:1
• Matthew 5:43-45
• Matthew 14:22-24

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 6:5 Isaac prayed for Rebekah, and God allowed her to get pregnant with twins.
• 13:12 But Moses prayed for them, and God listened to his prayer and did not destroy them.
• 19:8 Then the prophets of Baal prayed to Baal, “Hear us, O Baal!”
• 21:7 Priests also prayed to God for the people.
• 38:11 Jesus told his disciples to pray that they would not enter into temptation.
• 43:13 The disciples continually listened to the teaching of the apostles, spent time together, ate together,
and prayed with each other.
• 49:18 God tells you to pray, to study his word, to worship him with other Christians, and to tell others what
he has done for you.

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H559, H577, H1156, H2470, H3863, H3908, H4994, H6279, H6293, H6419, H6739, H7592, H7878,
H7879, H7881, H8034, H8605, G154, G1162, G1189, G1783, G2065, G2171, G2172, G3870, G4335, G4336

(Go back to: 3 John 1:2)
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prosper, prosperity, prosperous
Definition:
The term “prosper” generally refers to living well, whether it be physically, morally, emotionally, etc. This term
often expresses the idea of being wealthy or successful in life.
• The term “prosperous” often refers to success in owning money and property or in producing everything
needed for people to live well.
• In the Bible, the term “prosperous” also includes good health and being blessed with children.
• A “prosperous” city or country is one that has many people, good production of food, and businesses that
bring in plenty of money.
• The Bible teaches that a person will prosper spiritually when he obeys God’s teachings. He will also
experience the blessings of joy and peace. God does not always give people a lot of material wealth, but he
will always prosper them spiritually as they follow his ways.
• Depending on the context, the term “prosper” could also be translated as “succeed spiritually” or “be
blessed by God” or “experience good things” or “live well.”
• The term “prosperous” could also be translated as “successful” or “wealthy” or “spiritually fruitful.”
• “Prosperity” could also be translated as “well-being” or “wealth” or “success” or “abundant blessings.”
(See also: bless, good, fruit, spirit)

Bible References:
• 1 Chronicles 29:22-23
• Deuteronomy 23:6
• Job 36:11
• Leviticus 25:26-28
• Psalms 1:3

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H1129, H1767, H1878, H1879, H2428, H2896, H2898, H3027, H3190, H3444, H3498, H3787, H4195,
H5381, H6500, H6509, H6555, H6743, H6744, H7230, H7487, H7919, H7951, H7961, H7963, H7965

(Go back to: 3 John 1:2)
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receive, welcome, taken up, acceptance
Definition:
The term “receive” generally means to get or accept something that is given, offered, or presented.
• To “receive” can also mean to suffer or experience something, as in “he received punishment for what he
did.”
• There is also a special sense in which we can “receive” a person. For example, to “receive” guests or visitors
means to welcome them and treat them with honor in order to build a relationship with them.
• To “receive the gift of the Holy Spirit” means we are given the Holy Spirit and welcome him to work in and
through our lives.
• To “receive Jesus” means to accept God’s offer of salvation through Jesus Christ.
• When a blind person “receives his sight” means that God has healed him and enabled him to see.

Translation Suggestions:
• Depending on the context, “receive” could be translated as “accept” or “welcome” or “experience” or “be
given.”
• The expression “you will receive power” could be translated as “you will be given power” or “God will give
you power” or “power will be given to you (by God)” or “God will cause the Holy Spirit to work powerfully in
you.”
• The phrase “received his sight” could be translated as “was able to see” or “became able to see again” or
“was healed by God so that he was able to see.”
(See also: Holy Spirit, Jesus, lord, save)

Bible References:
• 1 John 5:9
• 1 Thessalonians 1:6
• 1 Thessalonians 4:1
• Acts 8:15
• Jeremiah 32:33
• Luke 9:5
• Malachi 3:10-12
• Psalms 49:14-15

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 21:13 The prophets also said that the Messiah would be perfect, having no sin. He would die to receive the
punishment for other people’s sin. His punishment would bring peace between God and people.
• 45:5 As Stephen was dying, he cried out, “Jesus, receive my spirit.”
• 49:6 He (Jesus) taught that some people will receive him and be saved, but others will not.
• 49:10 When Jesus died on the cross, he received your punishment.
• 49:13 God will save everyone who believes in Jesus and receives him as their Master.

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H3557, H3947, H6901, H6902, H8254, G308, G324, G353, G354, G568, G588, G618, G1183, G1209,
G1523, G1653, G1926, G2865, G2983, G3028, G3335, G3336, G3549, G3858, G3880, G4327, G4355, G4356,
G4687, G5264, G5562
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(Go back to: 3 John 1:7; 1:8; 1:9; 1:10)
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send, sent, send out
Definition:
To “send” is to cause someone or something to go somewhere. To “send out” someone is to tell that person to go
on an errand or a mission.
• Often a person who is “sent out” has been appointed to do a specific task.
• Phrases like “send rain” or “send disaster” mean to “cause…to come.” This type of expression is usually
used in reference to God causing these things to happen.
• The term “send” is also used in expressions such as to “send word” or to “send a message,” which means
to give someone a message to tell someone else.
• To “send” someone “with” something can mean to “give” that thing “to” someone else, usually moving it
some distance in order for the person to receive it.
• Jesus frequently used the phrase “the one who sent me” to refer to God the Father, who “sent” him to earth
to redeem and save people. This could also be translated as “the one who commissoned me.”
(See also: appoint, redeem, castout)

Bible References:
• Acts 7:33-34
• Acts 8:14-17
• John 20:21-23
• Matthew 9:37-38
• Matthew 10:5
• Matthew 10:40
• Matthew 21:1-3

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H935, H1540, H1980, H2199, H2904, H3318, H3474, H3947, H4916, H4917, H5042, H5130, H5375,
H5414, H5674, H6963, H7368, H7725, H7964, H7971, H7972, H7993, H8421, H8446, G782, G375, G630, G649,
G652, G657, G1026, G1032, G1544, G1599, G1821, G3333, G3343, G3936, G3992, G4311, G4341, G4369, G4842,
G4882

(Go back to: 3 John 1:6)
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soul, self, person
Definition:
The term “soul” can either refer generally to the non-physical part of a person or refer specifically to a person’s
awareness of themselves as a person distinct from others.
• In the Bible, the terms “soul” and “spirit” may be two different concepts, or they may be two terms that
refer to the same concept.
• When a person dies, his soul leaves his body.
• In contrast to the body, the “soul” can be spoken of as the part of a person that “relates to God.”
• The word “soul” is sometimes used figuratively to refer to the whole person. For example, “the soul who
sins” means “the person who sins” and “my soul is tired” means “I am tired.”

Translation Suggestions:
• The term “soul” could also be translated as “inner self” or “inner person.”
• In some contexts, “my soul” could be translated as “I” or “me.”
• Usually the phrase “the soul” can be translated as “the person” or “he” or “him,” depending on the
context.
• Some languages might only have one word for the concepts “soul” and “spirit.”
• In Hebrews 4:12, the figurative phrase “dividing soul and spirit” could mean “deeply discerning or exposing
the inner person.”
(See also: spirit)

Bible References:
• 2 Peter 2:8
• Acts 2:27-28
• Acts 2:41
• Genesis 49:6
• Isaiah 53:10-11
• James 1:21
• Jeremiah 6:16-19
• Jonah 2:7-8
• Luke 1:47
• Matthew 22:37
• Psalms 19:7
• Revelation 20:4

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H5082, H5315, H5397, G5590

(Go back to: 3 John 1:2)
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testimony, testify, witness, eyewitness

testimony, testify, witness, eyewitness
Definition:
When a person gives “testimony” he makes a statement about something he knows, claiming that the statement is
true. To “testify” is to give “testimony.”
• Often a person “testifies” about something he has experienced directly.
• A witness who gives “false testimony” does not tell the truth about what happened.
• Sometimes the term “testimony” refers to a prophecy that a prophet has stated.
• In the New Testament, this term was often used to refer to how Jesus’ followers testified about the events of
Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection.
The term “witness” refers to a person who has personally experienced something that happened. Usually a
witness is also someone who testifies about what they know is true. The term “eyewitness” emphasizes that the
person was actually there and saw what happened.
• To “witness” something means to see it happen.
• At a trial, a witness “gives witness” or “bears witness.” This has the same meaning as “testify.”
• Witnesses are expected to tell the truth about what they have seen or heard.
• A witness who does not tell the truth about what happened is called a “false witness.” He is said to “give
false witness” or to “bear false witness.”
• The expression “be a witness between” means that something or someone will be evidence that a contract
has been made. The witness will make sure each person does what he has promised to do.

Translation Suggestions:
• The term “testify” or “give testimony” could also be translated as “tell the facts” or “tell what was seen or
heard” or “tell from personal experience” or “give evidence” or “tell what happened.”
• Ways to translate “testimony” could include, “report of what happened” or “statement of what is true” or
“evidence” or “what has been said” or “prophecy.”
• The phrase, “as a testimony to them” could be translated as to “show them what is true” or to “prove to
them what is true.”
• The phrase, “as a testimony against them” could be translated as “which will show them their sin” or
“exposing their hypocrisy” or “which will prove that they are wrong.”
• To “give false testimony” could be translated as “say false things about” or “state things that are not true.”
• The term “witness” or “eyewitness” could be translated with a word or phrase that means “person seeing
it” or “the one who saw it happen” or “those who saw and heard (those things).”
• Something that is “a witness” could be translated as “guarantee” or “sign of our promise” or “something
that testifies that this is true.”
• The phrase “you will be my witnesses” could also be translated as “you will tell other people about me” or
“you will teach people the truth that I taught you” or “you will tell people what you have seen me do and
heard me teach.”
• To “witness to” could be translated as to “tell what was seen” or to “testify” or to “state what happened.”
• To “witness” something could be translated as to “see something” or to “experience something happen.”
(See also: ark of the covenant, guilt, judge, prophet, testimony, true)

Bible References:
• Deuteronomy 31:28
• Micah 6:3
• Matthew 26:60
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testimony, testify, witness, eyewitness

• Mark 1:44
• John 1:7
• John 3:33
• Acts 4:32-33
• Acts 7:44
• Acts 13:31
• Romans 1:9
• 1 Thessalonians 2:10-12
• 1 Timothy 5:19-20
• 2 Timothy 1:8
• 2 Peter 1:16-18
• 1 John 5:6-8
• 3 John 1:12
• Revelation 12:11

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 39:2 Inside the house, the Jewish leaders put Jesus on trial. They brought many false witnesses who lied
about him.
• 39:4 The high priest tore his clothes in anger and shouted, “We do not need any more witnesses. You have
heard him say that he is the Son of God. What is your judgment?”
• 42:8 “It was also written in the scriptures that my disciples will proclaim that everyone should repent in
order to receive forgiveness for their sins. They will do this starting in Jerusalem, and then go to all people
groups everywhere. You are witnesses of these things.”
• 43:7 “We are witnesses to the fact that God raised Jesus to life again.”

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H5707, H5713, H5715, H5749, H6030, H8584, G267, G1263, G1957, G2649, G3140, G3141, G3142,
G3143, G3144, G4303, G4828, G4901, G5575, G5576, G5577, G6020

(Go back to: 3 John 1:3; 1:6; 1:12)
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true, truth

true, truth
Definition:
The term “truth” refers to facts, events, and statements that correspond with reality. True facts describe the
universe as it really exists. True events are events that actually happened. True statements are statements that are
not false according the real world.
• “True” things are real, genuine, actual, rightful, legitimate, and factual.
• “Truth” means understandings, beliefs, facts, or statements that are true.
• To say that a prophecy “came true” or “will come true” mean that it actually happened as predicted or that
it will happen that way.
• In the Bible the concept of “truth” includes the concept of acting in a way that is reliable and faithful.
• Jesus revealed God’s truth in the words that he spoke.
• The Bible is truth. It teaches what is true about God and about everything he has made.

Translation Suggestions:
• Depending on the context and what is being described, the term “true” could also be translated by “real” or
“factual” or “correct” or “right” or “certain” or “genuine.”
• Ways to translate the term “truth” could include “what is true” or “fact” or “certainty” or “principle.”
• The expression “come true” could also be translated as “actually happen” or “be fulfilled” or “happen as
predicted.”
• The expression “tell the truth” or “speak the truth” could also be translated as “say what is true” or “tell
what really happened” or “say things that are reliable.”
• To “accept the truth” could be translated as “believe what is true about God.”
• In an expression such as “worship God in spirit and in truth,” the expression “in truth” could also be
translated by “faithfully obeying what God has taught us.”
(See also: believe, faithful, fulfill, obey, prophet, understand)

Bible References:
• 1 Corinthians 5:6-8
• 1 John 1:5-7
• 1 John 2:8
• 3 John 1:8
• Acts 26:24-26
• Colossians 1:6
• Genesis 47:29-31
• James 1:18
• James 3:14
• James 5:19
• Jeremiah 4:2
• John 1:9
• John 1:16-18
• John 1:51
• John 3:31-33
• Joshua 7:19-21
• Lamentations 5:19-22
• Matthew 8:10
• Matthew 12:17
• Psalm 26:1-3
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true, truth

• Revelation 1:19-20
• Revelation 15:3-4

Examples from the Bible stories:
• 2:4 The snake responded to the woman, “That is not true! You will not die.”
• 14:6 Immediately Caleb and Joshua, the other two spies, said, “It is _true _ that the people of Canaan are tall
and strong, but we can certainly defeat them!”
• 16:1 The Israelites began to worship the Canaanite gods instead of Yahweh, the _true _ God.
• 31:8 They worshiped Jesus, saying to him, “Truly, you are the Son of God.”
• 39:10 “I have come to earth to tell the truth about God. Everyone who loves the truth listens to me.” Pilate
said, “What is truth?”

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H199, H389, H403, H529, H530, H543, H544, H551, H571, H935, H3321, H3330, H6237, H6656, H6965,
H7187, H7189, G225, G226, G227, G228, G230, G1103, G3303, G3483, G3689, G4103, G4137

(Go back to: 3 John 1:1; 1:3; 1:4; 1:8; 1:12)
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walk, walked

walk, walked
Definition:
The term “walk” is often used in a figurative sense to mean “live.”
• “Enoch walked with God” means that Enoch lived in a close relationship with God.
• To “walk by the Spirit” means to be guided by the Holy Spirit so that we do things that please and honor
God.
• To “walk in” God’s commands or God’s ways means to “live in obedience to” his commands, that is, to
“obey his commands” or “do his will.”
• When God says he will “walk among” his people, it means that he is living among them or closely
interacting with them.
• To “walk contrary to” means to live or behave in a way that is against something or someone.
• To “walk after” means to seek or pursue someone or something. It can also mean to act in the same way as
someone else.

Translation Suggestions:
• It is best to translate “walk” literally, as long as the correct meaning will be understood.
• Otherwise, figurative uses of “walk” could also be translated by “live” or “act” or “behave.”
• The phrase “walk by the Spirit” could be translated by, “live in obedience to the Holy Spirit” or “behave in a
way that is pleasing to the Holy Spirit” or “do things that are pleasing to God as the Holy Spirit guides you.”
• To “walk in God’s commands” could be translated by “live by God’s commands” or “obey God’s
commands.”
• The phrase “walked with God” could be translated as “lived in close relationship with God by obeying and
honoring him.”
(See also: Holy Spirit, honor)

Bible References:
• 1 John 1:7
• 1 Kings 2:4
• Colossians 2:7
• Galatians 5:25
• Genesis 17:1
• Isaiah 2:5
• Jeremiah 13:10
• Micah 4:2

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H1869, H1980, H1981, H3212, H4108, G1704, G4043, G4198, G4748

(Go back to: 3 John 1:3; 1:4)
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work, works, deeds

work, works, deeds
Definition:
The term “work” refers generally either to the action of expending effort in order to accomplish something, or to
the result of that action. The term “works” refers generally to actions as a whole (that is, things that have been
done or that need to be done).
• In the Bible, these terms are commonly used both in reference to God and humans.
• When used in reference to God, the term “work” in the Bible often refers to God’s action of creating the
universe or saving his people (either from enemies, from sin, or both).
• God’s works refer to all the things he does or has done, including creating the world, saving sinners,
providing for the needs of all creation and keeping the entire universe in place.
• The works or deeds that a person does can be either good or evil.

Translation Suggestions:
• Other ways to translate “works” could be “deeds” or “actions” or “things that are done.”
• God’s “works” or “deeds” or the “work of his hands” could also be translated as “miracles” or “mighty
acts” or “things that God does.”
• The expression “the work of God” could be translated as “the things that God is doing” or “the miracles
God does” or “everything that God has accomplished.”
• The term “work” can just be the singular of “works” as in “every good work” or “every good deed.”
• When work is done for God or others, it can be translated as “service” or “ministry.”
(See also: fruit, Holy Spirit, miracle)

Bible References:
• 1 John 3:12
• Acts 2:8-11
• Daniel 4:37
• Exodus 34:10-11
• Galatians 2:15-16
• James 2:17
• Matthew 16:27-28
• Micah 2:7
• Romans 3:28
• Titus 3:4-5

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H4399, H4566, H4567, H4611, H4659, H5949, G2041

(Go back to: 3 John 1:10)
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worthy, worth, unworthy, worthless

worthy, worth, unworthy, worthless
Definition:
The term “worthy” describes someone or something that deserves respect or honor. To “have worth” means to be
valuable or important. The term “worthless” means to not have any value.
• Being worthy is related to being valuable or having importance
• To be “unworthy” means to not be deserving of any special notice.
• To not feel worthy means to feel less important than someone else or to not feel deserving of being treated
with honor or kindness.
• The term “unworthy” and the term “worthless” have related, but different meanings. To be “unworthy”
means to not be deserving of any honor or recognition. To be “worthless” means to not have any purpose
or value.

Translation Suggestions:
• “Worthy” could be translated as “deserving” or “important” or “valuable.”
• The word “worth” could be translated as “value” or “importance.”
• The phrase to “have worth” could also be translated as to “be valuable” or to “be important.”
• The phrase “is worth more than” could be translated as “is more valuable than.”
• Depending on the context, the term, “unworthy” could also be translated as “unimportant” or
“dishonorable” or “undeserving.”
• The term “worthless” could be translated as “with no value” or “with no purpose” or “worth nothing.”
(See also: honor)

Bible References:
• 2 Samuel 22:4
• 2 Thessalonians 1:11-12
• Acts 13:25
• Acts 25:25-27
• Acts 26:31
• Colossians 1:9-10
• Jeremiah 8:19
• Mark 1:7
• Matthew 3:10-12
• Philippians 1:25-27

Word Data:
• Strong’s: H117, H639, H1929, H3644, H4242, H4373, H4392, H4592, H4941, H6994, H7386, H7939, G96, G514,
G515, G516, G2425, G2661, G2735

(Go back to: 3 John 1:6)
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